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Abstract 

The ethnic conflict in Burma is the longest civil war in the world and has resulted in mass 

displacement in and from the country. As a bordering nation, Thailand has been the destination 

for a large number of displaced people from Burma, including many students and young people 

who now attend educational initiatives here.  For post-secondary school education at least, 

many of these initiatives have the overarching aim of preparing young people to return to their 

communities and contribute to positive change in Burma. Indeed, this is also the future goal of 

many young people taking part in the initiatives. However, the border context that these young 

people and initiatives are operating in is significantly changing at the moment. With the Thai 

military coup in May 2014 and perceived changes within Burma, programs are facing funding 

cuts and increased pressure to relocate to inside Burma, and the likelihood of refugee 

repatriation is becoming more serious.  

This research is based in and around the Thai border town of Mae Sot and seeks to analyse, 

within this fluctuating context, how young displaced people from Burma identify what it is that 

they need in order to make positive change in their country, and how educational initiatives are 

being used to meet these needs.  

Through in-depth interviews, focus groups and analysis of policy documentation, as well as 

utilising existing literature on education, peacebuilding and agency, this paper identifies four 

core themes that represent the needs and challenges of young people in preparing them to 

contribute to positive change in Burma; community and societal needs, socio-political needs, 

skills-based needs and the need for opportunities. Within these themes, a number of structural 

challenges come to the fore that constrain the agency of young people in making change. 

Educational initiatives along the Thai-Burmese border are working to meet these needs through 

a variety of different means, not least through empowering young people, equipping them with 

critical thinking and leadership skills and creating an inter-ethnic network of young people to 

be active inside Burma.  

The thesis therefore argues that education along the border remains crucial to preparing young 

people to act as positive agents of change within Burma, and indeed that it is along the border, 

rather than inside Burma, that the future ethical leaders of the country may well be being trained 

and educated. With this in mind, and questions over the true extent of change in Burma, it is 

considered vital that such initiatives continue to receive funding and support to run on the Thai 

side of border. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCH FOCUS: THE LOGIC OF ENQUIRY 

All research starts with an idea (Dunne et al 2005). The initial idea behind this paper was the 

desire to research the role of education in conflict or post-conflict settings. In conversation with 

my supervisor the option of Burma cropped up. I carried out as much research as possible on 

the education system (very little was available) and the background of the country, however in 

further discussions with those who had or are planning to carry out research in Burma, it 

became apparent that there would be too many complications involved that would not be 

resolvable in the limited time available for this thesis. As such, my attention shifted to the Thai-

Burmese border, which is now the base for a large number of refugees and migrants who have 

fled Burma. Again, I carried out as much research as possible, and again the available sources 

were very limited, especially regarding the education experienced by these young people. The 

academic literature available was next to nothing and thus the websites of international 

organisations proved invaluable. The website of Burma Link was especially comprehensive 

and I got in touch with the co-founder of the organisation, who later became my invaluable in-

country supervisor. From our discussions, it became apparent that the Thai-Burmese border 

would be a fascinating place to carry out research, especially into education due to the large 

number of initiatives based there. The fact that there was clearly a lack of academic research 

into this area made it all the more urgent. 

This research initially intended to explore how educational programmes, especially those 

which aim to enhance agency, can be used to meet the general needs of young people. However, 

when in the field I made contact with, or attended events at a number of organisations and it 

became apparent that the majority of these had the underlying aim of preparing young people 

to contribute to life in Burma and create positive change in their communities and/or country. 

In discussions with students, it became clear that this aim was also a passion for many young 

people on the border. Given the temporal limits of the study, it seemed valuable to give the 

research more focus, and as this work uses a post-colonial framework, as explained below, it 

is crucial that the focus is relevant and important to participants. Furthermore, it was also 

believed that this focus had wider relevance as it could be used to explore how education can 

not only assist young people, but play a role in society and in fostering positive change for 

Burma. This gives it the possibility of having a positive impact on practice in the area; by 
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highlighting what needs to be done to ensure effective programming for young people and their 

futures.  

The research, then, emerges from the bringing together of education, peacebuilding and youth 

agency and aims to explore and distinguish how educational initiatives, within the changing 

contexts explored below, are being used to meet the needs of young displaced people in 

preparing them to make positive change in Burma, or taking the words from Burma Link, to 

contribute to a “free, peaceful and democratic Burma” (Burma Link [no date]a). 

 

1.2 CONTEXTUAL BACKGROUND: THE LIVES OF DISPLACED YOUNG PEOPLE ON THE THAI 

BURMESE BORDER.  

A complex history of repression and a series of long and brutal ethnic conflicts in Burma have 

resulted in mass displacement, especially in (often rural) states home to ethnic minorities. 

UNHCR’s recent estimations suggest that there are 374,000 internally displaced persons 

currently in Burma and 480,000 refugees, including 130,000 of these refugees in Thailand 

(UNHCR 2015a; UNHCR 2015b). However, these figures drastically understate the total 

number of displaced people from 

Burma, many of whom have not 

acquired official refugee status. In 

Thailand, these people may either 

be living in the refugee camps 

without this status (an estimated 

50% of the camps total populations 

(TBC 2014)), or will have 

“migrated”, legally or illegally, to 

places such as Mae Sot, the town 

closest to the largest refugee camp 

on the border, Mae La. 

The refugee camps along the Thai-Burmese border have been in existence since 1984 when the 

Tatmadaw (the Burmese military) carried out an intensified counterinsurgency campaign 

against the Karen National Liberation Army. This campaign lead to civilians facing horrors 

including massacres and torture, and caused 9,000 Karen to flee across the border (Hargrave 

2014, p.18; TBC 2012). These now highly organised camps, along with border towns like Mae 

Figure 1: Displaced people cross a river to avoid the Burmese military 

Source: KHRG 2014 
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Sot, are the base for many families from Burma. This situation can thus be described as similar 

to a protracted refugee situation, in which many displaced people are trapped and face a wide 

restriction on their rights (Loescher et al 2007). Indeed, this latter point is especially true for 

displaced persons in Thailand, where refugee protection is virtually non-existent, in part due to 

the fact that the country has not ratified the 1951 Refugee Convention, and migrants face severe 

exploitation (Human Rights Watch 2012).  

Education is of high importance for young people in this displaced population, many of whom 

will have experienced the militarised education offered in Burma, which restricts and excludes 

minority ethnic groups and is extremely biased (Oh and van der Stouwe 2008). Burmese 

schools are known to have taught in languages not understood by these minority groups and 

indeed until recently it was punishable to teach in a minority language, even if done in one’s 

own time (Lall and South 2014). Furthermore, the system teaches an extraordinarily biased 

history; ignoring details about the country’s ethnic conflicts and human rights abuses. As a 

result, many displaced people who were educated in majority Burman areas are unaware of the 

full extent of human rights abuses that had occurred in their country (Metro 2013). Education 

on the border then has the ability to be accessible and relevant to displaced young people and 

is generally of a much higher quality than that they can receive in Burma. Indeed many young 

people leave Burma and move to the border expressly to attend schools there (Burma Link 

2014c). 

On the border, many NGOs have stepped in either to fund such schools or to run educational 

initiatives. This research has worked with three such initiatives; the first is a non-formal 

program, Agents of Change (AOC), run by Burma Link. Burma Link is based in Mae Sot and 

was set up with the purpose of spreading the voices and stories of people from Burma to better 

inform the world of their situation. Their AOC program aims to empower young people and 

create role models who can instigate change in their communities by sharing the community’s 

voice (Burma Link [no date]a). It currently works with high achieving young people in and 

around Mae Sot, however is in the process of making its resources available to all schools. 

The second two initiatives are formal schools running the American General Educational 

Development program (GED) to enable young people to gain a recognisable certificate that can 

get them into higher education internationally (education on the border is often not officially 

recognised). Both of these schools, as is normal on the border, provide food and board for their 

students. The first (the school has requested not to be named) is based in Po Phra, a short drive 
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from Mae Sot; I spent a week living at this school with its GED students, many of whom had 

also taken part in the AOC training. The second is run by the Minmahaw Higher Education 

Program (MHEP) and is based in Mae Sot.  

Organisations like these, and displaced people living on the Thai-Burmese border are currently 

facing changing and uncertain situations and contexts, as a result of events in both Thailand 

and in Burma. In Thailand, especially since the military coup in May 2014, authorities have 

been increasingly clamping down on restrictions along the border. This includes a total 

restriction of movement in and out of refugee camps, carrying out increasing checks on papers 

for those living (mostly illegally) in Mae Sot and carrying out headcounts within the refugee 

camps (Burma Link 2014c; TBC 2014).  

At the same time, there is change in Burma which is increasingly portrayed in international 

media as a country opening up its borders and edging closer towards peace. This has resulted 

in countries reengaging with Burma in aid and trade (notably without conditions on Burma’s 

human rights record) and is thus meaning donors are redirecting funds from the border into 

Burma itself (Hargrave 2014, Burma Link 2014b). The reality on the ground regarding change 

in Burma, however, seems notably different from these international perspectives. As just a 

few examples, the country is maintaining its existing oppressive laws and introducing new 

ones, is facing continued violence in minority ethnic regions (See, for example, Human Rights 

Watch 2014) and, at the time the field research was carried out, the government brutally 

cracked down on students peacefully protesting for a better education system. As Holliday 

wrote of 2012, “behind the drama of major policy initiatives lay the sober reality of a state 

primed to dispense violence and enrich cronies but ill-equipped to undertake routine public 

administration” (2013, p. 94). 

These political changes, which are hugely complex and have only been touched upon briefly 

here, are not only directly effecting displaced persons but are accumulating into a great degree 

of uncertainty for those living on the Thai-Burmese border as to what their future holds. 

Migrants are fearing deportation and rumours are increasing that refugees will be repatriated 

in the near future, causing organisations to shift their focus to “preparedness” and 

peacebuilding programmes (Burma Link 2014c; TBC [no date]).  Such repatriation would be 

too soon for a safe and dignified return. (Burma Link 2014c, UNHCR 2014). Young people on 

the border are also faced with increasing uncertainty as to the opportunities that will be 
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available to them because educational initiatives are facing funding cuts and pressure to 

relocate to Burma, resulting in program closures.  

This research is heavily based on these changing circumstances and the effect that they are 

having on young displaced people; it is thus live and dynamic in relation to national and 

international contexts. 

 

1.3 BROADER ACADEMIC AND SOCIAL RELEVANCE 

This research has both academic and social relevance. Academically, as Rajah (2003) 

discusses, and as was very apparent in the lack of background research available, the plight of 

refugees from Burma has largely been overlooked in academia, which instead focuses on what 

is happening inside Burma’s borders. This research addresses this shortcoming; by focusing 

specifically on the perceptions and needs of young displaced people from Burma, it gives an 

in-depth insight into their lives and opinions and pioneers in academic research into the 

educational initiatives offered to these young people, as well as the effects of changes in 

Thailand and Burma. The research brings to the fore the important link between the border area 

and the situation in Burma and calls for increased attention here, both academically and 

practically. Given the increased attention at the time of writing to the treatment of Rohingya 

refugees by the Burmese (see, for example, Anam 2015), research into the lives of displaced 

people from Burma is all the more politically relevant. 

This work can also be located in broader academic debates. It contributes to an evolving body 

of literature that looks at the agency of youth in conflict affected contexts (see theoretical 

framework below). Indeed, whereas youth are often positioned negatively, this thesis sees and 

explores their role as positive agents in the peacebuilding process, creating positive change in 

Burma, and examines how education is and should assist them in this role. Within this body of 

literature, Lopez Cardozo et al (2015a) call for the need to engage with young people’s 

perspectives on their agency, needs and challenges, especially for marginalised groups such as 

minorities. This research attends to all of these points by using a post-colonialist framework 

and focusing on the voices of young displaced people themselves. It also meets their call for 

context-specific and youth-specific research. It thus gives further insight and empirical 

evidence to this growing body of literature. 
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The research can also contribute to development practice; by identifying the needs of young 

displaced people and the challenges they face, it highlights what more should to be done to 

support them, thus allowing for more effective policy and programming for youth. Importantly, 

by exploring the needs of these young people and the vital role that the educational initiatives 

play in their lives, as well as the linkages between this education and positive change in Burma, 

the thesis demonstrates and calls for the real need for continued support for educational 

initiatives along the border.  

 

1.4 A NOTE ON THE LANGUAGE USED 

Some readers from may find the use of “people from Burma” rather than simply “Burmese 

people” an oddity, however, in the field, the importance of language became very clear. For 

people from Burma, especially those from minority ethnic groups, the term “Burmese” is used 

to describe people from the majority ethnic group; the Burman. Because the government and 

the military in Burma is made up almost exclusively of Burman, the term “Burmese” is also 

used to describe the government and the military (terms used interchangeably by participants). 

Thus, many would discuss how, for example, they fled their village due to the Burmese.  

Readers may also question my use of “Burma” over “Myanmar”. The country’s name was 

changed from Burma to Myanmar by the government, which many do not consider as 

legitimate. Thus the majority of participants and others living on the border would themselves 

refer to the country as Burma and not Myanmar. 

Finally, in the initial stages of planning my research, I would use the term “refugee”. However 

it became increasingly clear that this term captures only a small minority of young people on 

the border. Most people, even those actively fleeing conflict or persecution, do not have this 

refugee status, many have moved to the border to find work or gain a better education, either 

legally or illegally, and some were born in Thailand, and thus have no documentation and are 

stateless. As such the term “displaced people” has been adopted in an attempt to encompass all 

of these circumstances. 

This research aims to be as culturally relevant as possible and aims at gaining an in-depth 

understanding from participants. As such, it was deemed appropriate to use the language of 

participants, especially where it has cultural significance for them, rather than to impose on 
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them or on the research a language that the researcher or Western reader may be more familiar 

with. 

 

2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

In the context of the information above, this research aims to explore the perspectives of young 

displaced people living on the Thai-Burmese border, and answer the following research 

question: 

Young displaced people living on the Thai-Burmese border face changing political 

contexts and challenges. Within this context, how are educational initiatives being 

used to meet the needs of young displaced people in  preparing them to contribute 

to a “free, peaceful and democratic Burma”?  

 

The following sub-questions are used to guide the research and answer this: 

I. How do young displaced people perceive what it is that they need in order to make 

positive change in Burma? 

II.  What are the key barriers perceived by young displaced people in preparing them to 

make positive change in Burma? 

 

III. What is the rationale of educational initiatives that work with young displaced 

people? 

IV. What needs do young displaced people have in preparing them to make positive 

change in Burma, according to educators? 

 

V.  How are educational initiatives being used to meet the needs identified by young 

people? 

VI. Where do disjunctions arise between the needs of young displaced people and the role 

of educational initiatives in meeting these needs? 
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The sub-questions are divided into those that will use the voices of young people to answer 

them, those that will research the educational initiatives, either through the voices of educators 

or from policy documentation, and the final two questions which uses a mixture of these 

approaches. This structured the research and enabled me to explore the needs and challenges 

faced by young displaced people on the border in making positive change to Burma, according 

to the young people themselves, and then how educational initiatives are responding to and 

meeting these needs. It also draws attention to what more needs to be done to support these 

young people. Although the structure and separation above is not directly mirrored in the 

structure of the analysis of this thesis, it has been retained to demonstrate that the voices of 

young displaced people are integral and of paramount importance to this work. 

 

3. RESEARCH LOCATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The field research for this project took place in and around the town of Mae Sot, in the Tak 

province of Thailand, which was my base for the duration of the fieldwork. One of the schools 

was also based in Po Phra, a very small town a short drive away from Mae Sot. 

As the above maps illustrate, Mae Sot is directly on the Thai-Burmese border, besides Karen 

State. Mae Sot hosts one of the two road crossings between Thailand and Burma. The town is 

Figure 2: Refugee camps along the Thai-Burmese border. 

The Border Consortium  

Figure 3: Location of Mae Sot 

The Border Consortium 
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in close proximity (about an hour’s drive) to the largest refugee camp along the border, Mae 

La, which has a population of over 42,000. Mae La, as the biggest camp, is considered central 

to the education of refugees (Burma Link 2014c). Indeed, its population includes a couple of 

thousand students, registered as temporary inhabitants (TBC [no date]b). Mae Sot is also in 

close proximity to Umpiem Mai, a refugee camp with a population of over 12,900 people. 

Many of the participants in this research had moved to one of these camps, either with their 

families or alone, before relocating to a school in Mae Sot or Po Phra. 

Due to the location of Mae Sot, it is the base for a large number of displaced people from 

Burma, as well as many NGOs and International Organisations working for and with these 

people (TBC [no date]b). The official Thai census estimates that there are 106,000 migrants 

from Burma living in Mae Sot, however due to the vast number of undocumented migrants 

living and working in the area illegally, the true figures are likely to be at least double the 

official estimate (Room to Grow [no date]). It is a bustling and very ethnically diverse border 

town which also hosts a large and very active farang NGO community. Po Phra is a 

considerably smaller town set to the back-drop of the Burmese mountains in Karen state, with 

many Karen villages in close proximity. 

The fact that Mae Sot and Po Phra border with Karen state, means that the majority of displaced 

people in these areas are from the Karen ethnic group. This has meant that the majority of those 

interviewed were also Karen. Although too complex to be discussed in detail here, it is vital to 

be aware of the importance of ethnicity in Burma and its centrality to the conflict. Each ethnic 

group effectively has their own state, and each of these states has a selection of armed groups; 

some which are against the Burmese government and military and some which support it. At 

various stages in Burma’s civil war, these armies have been fighting the government and 

fighting each other. Villages and civilians have been caught in the middle of fighting and used 

as tactical bases by either side, which is the reason many people have fled the country. Many 

others left Burma for economic reasons, however this is still closely tied in with the conflict 

and the oppression from the Burmese government. At present, there is a ceasefire in Karen 

state, however the Burmese military is fighting in Shan state; a pattern that has continued 

throughout the conflict’s history and which a number of participants described as a tactic used 

by the Burmese government. Importantly for education, the Karen people have developed their 

own education system and most of the schools in the refugee camps and some in Mae Sot use 

this education system and teach in the Karen language. This brings both positives and 

negatives; young people are able to learn more about their history and culture and are exposed 
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to a different history than they were taught in Burmese schools, however often the history 

promotes a different kind of biased that creates fear or hatred of the Burman majority (Metro 

2006). 

As we have seen, a large number of schools and non-formal education programmes have been 

set up in and around Mae Sot to educate displaced people from Burma, and these continue to 

play an important role in the lives of displaced people. The majority of these border schools 

and organisations themselves are in an uneasy position as, although generally tolerated by the 

Thai authorities, their presence as organisations working for non-Thais is in fact illegal, as is 

the teaching of politics, which many consider vital in view of the back ground that their students 

have come from. 

 

4. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Having described the context in which this research takes places, this section will now move 

to discuss the theoretical lenses being used for the research; those of post-colonialism and 

constructivism and draw from education, peacebuilding and agency literature. These theories 

can all be linked, and have been in this research to mobilise knowledge generation about the 

needs of young displaced people and the role of educational initiatives using their own 

understandings and perceptions. 

 

4.1 POST-COLONIALISM 

Post colonialism is central to this research and has affected every part of it, from the formation 

of the research question, to the methodologies used, to the writing process. Post-colonialism 

calls for the inclusion of the indigenous voice and local priorities and aims to empower local 

people through ownership of the development process. This is not least because the local 

population have the lived experience of the context being studied (Briggs and Sharp 2004). In 

analysing the relationship between power and knowledge, post-colonialism argues that 

“Western knowledge systems have become bound up with the construction of…ways of 

knowing and acting” across the world, and attempts to resist this dominance (Briggs and Sharp 

2004, p. 4). In development practice, it is therefore a move away from the “arrogant confidence 

in the almost unquestioned validity of science and Western knowledge” and the notion of 
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“development experts” (Briggs and Sharp 2004 p. 2), in an attempt to make development 

appropriate and relevant to specific contexts. 

This research is based on the voices of young displaced people and their educators in a specific 

context in order to understand the needs and challenges young people face in preparing them 

to contribute to life in Burma, and how education meeting these needs, as well as where more 

needs to be done. As such, it aims to make the knowledge and voices of these young people 

fundamental both to the thesis itself and to development practice on the Thai-Burmese border. 

 

4.2 CONSTRUCTIVISM 

In order to research the needs of displaced people and how these are being addressed by 

educational programmes, this research will adopt a constructivist approach to both knowledge 

and learning. By and large, constructivism sees that knowledge and learning are active 

processes, whereby knowledge is constructed through experiences and interaction with one’s 

environment and within a society. Individuals are not born with “cognitive databanks” and 

knowledge is not acquired already formed. Rather, all fields of human knowledge and the 

criteria and methods used in inquiries are constructed (Phillips 1995, p. 5). This is a distinct 

move away from a positivist epistemology and its focus on objective, value-free “facts”.  

Theorists take different approaches here; focusing on construction at either the level of 

individual cognition or public knowledge. This research aligns with scholars who believe that 

both levels are important; that knowledge is an active process carried out by communities 

(Hackinson Nelson, 1993) and by individuals who have been subject to different knowledge 

communities which test and adjust their theories. Crucially, in line with feminist thinkers such 

as Alcoff and Potter (1993), the research recognises that there is politics involved in 

knowledge. As Alcoff and Potter write “…to be adequate, an epistemology must attend to the 

complex ways in which social values influence knowledge” (p. 13). This is especially important 

to this research considering the politics involved in post-conflict situations and education in 

such contexts.  

Constructivism then “always highlights knowledge as a human production” (Dunne et al 2005, 

p. 84). It is about how people make sense of the situation(s) that they are in and how the social 

is constructed by actors. This surmises the overall approach of this work, where the goal is to 

uncover and understand the voices of young displaced people through the meanings that they 
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have constructed. This is connected in the research with the post-colonialist approach, to 

recognise the role of these displaced people, who have been marginalised and excluded from 

academia, in “the production of legitimate knowledge” (Dunne et al 2005, p. 84)  

 

4.3 PEACEBUILDING, EDUCATION AND YOUTH AGENCY 

The education and peacebuilding literature can provide a lens to study the agency of young 

people and the role of educational initiatives in enhancing this agency. Although the concept 

of peacebuilding was not specifically vocalised as this research was carried out, the fact that it 

seeks to determine what young people need to contribute to positive change in Burma, a country 

in conflict, means that this body of literature is very relevant. Indeed Metro (2013) also defines 

the situation on the Thai-Burmese border as a post-conflict situation due to it being physically 

removed from the conflict. It is thus possible to mobilise these theories in order to understand 

why the needs of young displaced people may be defined as they are, and to highlight the 

importance of education on the Thai-Burmese border in meeting these needs. However it is 

important to note that this literature was not used to pre-empt or pre-identify the needs of young 

displaced people, as the purpose of the research is to explore the needs that participants identify 

themselves. 

 

 4.3.1 Education and peacebuilding literature  

In broad terms, the education and peacebuilding literature considers the two faces of education 

in conflict and post-conflict settings. Here, it is highlighted that education can be a perpetrator 

of conflict, by encouraging violence through the curricula, for example, and fostering the 

conditions that create violence, such as inequality, segregation and subordination. It can also 

be a solution to violence, countering that which it perpetrates, by actively overcoming these 

conditions and creating tolerance, respect, cooperation and trust (Barakat et al 2013; Davies 

2011; Salmi 2000; UNESCO 2011). This is very relevant to Burma with the exclusive and 

biased education in the country. Crucially it is further believed that education can play a 

transformative role in post-conflict societies; not only moving a country out of conflict, but 

addressing the underlying causes and aiding sustainable peace (Barakat et al 2013). 
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4.3.2 Theories of social justice in education and peacebuilding  

The work of Nancy Fraser has been used in the peacebuilding literature. Here justice is 

distinguished as being three dimensional; based on redistribution, recognition and 

representation (Fraser 2005). This has been built on to become applicable to education and 

peacebuilding, where education can transform a conflict ridden society if it enhances these 

justices, or perpetuate conflict if promotes the opposing injustices. In very basic terms, within 

this framework redistribution in education addresses inequalities, recognition respects 

difference and representation concerns participation in the education process. Importantly a 

fourth R, that of reconciliation, has also been added. Reconciliation here concerns redressing 

the past, present and future political, economic and social injustices that underpin conflict 

(Lopes Cardozo et al 2014, pp. 3-4). This is theorised at the inter-community level to solve 

disputes, however this paper believes that it also holds relevance at the personal level; where, 

in order to be able to positively contribute to their country, young people may need to be able 

to reconcile with the past and present injustices that they face. Indeed, specific to the Thai-

Burmese border, Metro (2013) defines reconciliation as the acknowledgment of other groups’ 

suffering and validation of their histories. This involves the need for groups to recognise and 

attempt to understand each other’s histories in order to encourage tolerance and promote 

personal reconciliation.   

In reality, this framework falls under the same critique as Fraser’s work, in that it arbitrarily 

depicts too strong a distinction between the four Rs (Keddie 2012, p. 276). In actual fact the 

Rs are all interrelated and often overlapping, as depicted in Metro’s definition of reconciliation 

which shows recognition to be integral to this. Nevertheless if one is mindful of this fact, the 

Rs can provide a useful framework to analyse both the needs identified by young people and 

the approaches taken by initiatives.  

 

 4.3.3 Youth Agency, Education and Peacebuilding literature  

In an extensive literature review, the Research Consortium on Education and Peacebuilding 

uses this 4 R framework to look specifically at how educational initiatives can be used to 

enhance the agency of youth as peacebuilders (Lopes Cardozo et al 2015a and 2015b). This 

work has particular relevance to the central research point of this paper; how educational 

initiatives can be used to meet the needs of young displaced people in preparing them to make 

positive change in Burma. 
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This work discusses the need to move away from victim-perpetrator binaries, which limit the 

way we think about how young people can contribute to peace, in order to understand how 

youth are embedded within and reacting to processes of conflict and peace. In doing so, it 

argues for an understanding of the agency of youth as peacebuilders. This needs to be done by 

paying real attention to how youth frame themselves and their needs and challenges within 

their own context (Lopes Cardozo et al 2015b). 

The review discusses how educational initiatives can impact on young people’s agency for 

peacebuilding, especially how initiatives can support young people in achieving economic 

justice (such as access to work and resources), socio-political justice (through participation in 

decision making or politics), cultural recognition (for example acknowledging diversity) and 

reconciliation (by healing divides, for example) (Lopes Cardozo et al 2015b). This clearly fits 

within the 4 R framework. The review determines three key approaches to meeting these aims, 

which will be discussed briefly in turn. 

The first approach discussed is economic and is considered especially necessary due to the 

consensus that a lack of economic opportunities can lead to feelings of disempowerment and 

disillusionment amongst young people. Economic needs can be met with education through 

skills and vocational training with real employment opportunities at the end. Importantly, to 

avoid further disillusionment, programs must be realistic in terms of what is available to young 

people. 

The second approach is socio-political. This approach is important because there is often an 

assumption that young people are uninterested in politics, and indeed youth are often excluded 

from formal political practices and peacebuilding processes. This means that there is a limited 

representation of the youth voice in such processes and the fact that many young people are 

active in highly politicised conflict situations is often ignored. It is emphasised that young 

people need to be engaged in this process not just because they are the future leaders, but 

because youth are citizens now, and need the immediate right to participation which can be 

encouraged through education. Citizenship education is seen here as a way of contributing to 

the peacebuilding agency of young people, by promoting the skills and experience needed to 

achieve this, including critical thinking and compromise. It also gives young people the space 

to reflect on how identities are shaped which can lead them to reject affiliations that threaten 

peace. History education is also seen as crucial as it can further allow young people to be critical 

and reflective, especially when it links the study of the past to the current issues faced by youth. 
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Indeed, according to young people, a lack of historical understanding undermines their ability 

to contribute to social change. 

The final approach is socio-cultural. Most relevant to this research is the idea that educational 

initiatives can enhance the peacebuilding agency of youth by bringing young people from 

different groups together to contribute to reconciliation. Here it is believed that the interaction 

between different groups can “help to develop mutual understanding, respect and tolerance of 

difference” (Lopes Cardozo et al 2015b, p.53). 

To surmise, the review highlights six ways in which educational initiatives can enhance young 

people’s agency for peacebuilding: 

 “1) connecting study of the past with present realities and challenges, 2) recognising the 

affective and context relevant dimensions of teaching and learning for/about peace; 3) 

providing opportunities for critical reflection of political/religious/ideological/media 

messages; 4) encouraging mutual understanding, respect and prejudice reduction; 5) 

triggering attitudinal and behavioural changes in people… and 6) working with youth in their 

own environment and spaces.” (Lopes Cardozo 2015b, p. 63). 

This research is situated within these aspirations of education enabling the peacebuilding 

agency of young people and therefore these points, as well as the peacebuilding and education 

literature more generally, will be engaged as a lens to examine how initiatives along the border 

are being used to meet the needs of young displaced people in making positive change in 

Burma. 

 

 4.4 THE NOTION OF AGENCY 

By looking into how educational initiatives can be used to meet the needs in preparing young 

displaced people to make positive change in Burma, this research is looking into how the 

initiatives are enhancing the agency of these young people. However, “agency is a complex 

and contested term” which is used in many analyses of youth lives despite ambiguity over its 

nature and conceptual meaning (Coffey and Farrugia 2014 p. 461). As such, it needs to be 

defined in the context of this research.  

One issue with the definition of agency, is that it is often now seen as dichotomous with 

structure (Coffey and Farrugia 2014). This research attends heavily to the context that young 
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people are operating in, but avoids these poles of volunteerism and determinism. Bounded 

agency can be seen as a mid-way point between these dichotomies. This approach is rightly 

criticised for having a number of internal inconsistencies, however there are some important 

factors that can be drawn from the approach to define agency. The work suggests that agency 

is a subjective feeling or belief that young people possess in smaller or larger quantities, often 

dependent on the society that they find themselves in. Young people can be “bounded” by this 

society which places restrictions on them (Evans 2002 and 2007).  

Many theorists, including those in the bounded agency school, consider agentic behaviours to 

be those that go against current cultural patterns (Coffey and Farrugia 2014). However, this 

perception undermines young people who are not recognised as agentic in this framework. In 

its definition of agency, this research concurs with Sercombe (2010) that agency means 

allowing young people to take ownership of themselves and become competent participants in 

social life, however it rejects the notion that this always necessitates resistant actions. 

This research therefore draws from a variety of academic theories to define agency as the 

feelings and beliefs of young people that they are able to make positive changes to their own 

lives and positive contributions or changes to their communities. It recognises that young 

people can be restricted in their agency by the structure that they find themselves in. The 

research uses this lens of agency to explore young people’s perceptions and what educational 

initiatives on the Thai-Burmese border are doing to enhance agency in young people in order 

to enable them to make positive change in Burma. 

 

4.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In brief summary, the post-colonialist and constructivist lenses are central to this research and 

have shaped all aspects of it. They have been used alongside theories on education, 

peacebuilding and youth agency to enable an understanding of the needs of young people in 

creating positive change in Burma and the role of educational initiatives in meeting these needs. 

It achieves this by focusing on the knowledge, voices and priorities of young people themselves 

within their own context. The uses of these theories have been surmised in figure 4  
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KEY ELEMENTS OF THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Theory Dimension of Research 

 

Post-Colonialism Uncovering “indigenous” voices 

Making knowledge and perceptions of young people central to 

research and practice 

 

Constructivism Attending to knowledge formation by displaced people 

Understanding the “social” as constructed 

 

Education and peacebuilding Realising the role of education in conflict and conflict resolution 

Understanding the needs of young people and goals of initiatives 

 

4 Rs Understanding the needs of young people and goals of initiatives 

 

Agency Viewing young people as active agents 

Understanding importance of young people’s perception on  their 

abilities 

Recognising societal and structural constraints on agency 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 
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5. METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 

5.1 CONCEPTUAL SCHEME 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 illustrates the core concepts of this research and the relationship between them. As 

has been depicted, this research is taking place in a context of political change which is creating 

a situation of uncertainty for displaced people and is affecting educational initiatives. This 

context will not just be recognised as a background factor, but will be a central part of the 

research; exploring educational initiatives and the needs and agency of young displaced people 

specifically within this context.  

Within this context, the research aims to explore how educational initiatives are being used to 

meet the needs of displaced people in preparing them to contribute to life in Burma, especially, 

but not exclusively, by enhancing the agency of displaced people. The two-way arrow between 

the needs of displaced people and educational initiatives depicts how the needs of displaced 

people are impacting and adjusting the content of educational programmes and how education 

is being used to meet the needs of displaced people.  

 

 

 

Contextual changes  

 

Agency of 

displaced peoples 

Needs of 

displaced peoples 
to make positive 

change in Burma 

Educational 

initiatives 

Figure 5 
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5.2  UNIT OF ANALYSIS  

The primary “unit of analysis” for this study is the perceptions of young displaced people from 

in and around Mae Sot on the needs they have and the challenges they face in making positive 

change in Burma. The unit of data collection for this was young displaced people who are 

currently part of educational initiatives on the border running the GED program and/or who 

have taken part in the AOC training. The unit of data collection is also the educators of these 

young people and program documentation, to understand the rationale of educational initiative, 

their perspectives on young people’s needs and how they are responding to these needs within 

the changing contexts in which they are being run. 

Further units of analysis are also the educational programmes themselves, and how they can be 

used to meet the needs of displaced people, entailing the same units of data collection as above, 

and the changing political context faced by young displaced people. 

 

5.3 SAMPLING 

The sampling for this research was largely done on a convenience basis; interviewing young 

people and educators who were accessible due to the links I made with organisations, and 

available during my time in the field. However, it is also purposive; ensuring that actors with 

specific relevance to the research questions are selected. 

Contact was made with Burma Link prior to entering the field, and this organisation was the 

primary contact throughout the research. They also acted as a gatekeeper; putting me in touch 

with other organisations as well as familiarising me with the local situation. Burma Link put 

me in contact with the school in Po Phra, where 10 young people and 3 educators were 

interviewed, as a number of students there had also taken part in the AOC training.  I myself 

then contacted several initiatives also running the GED program and was able to arrange 

interviews at MHEP. 

Participants on initiatives were aged between 18 and 24 and were made up of 12 females and 

11 males. The majority were Karen, with others being Shan, Mon, Burman and Kachin. The 

educators were made up of 3 females and 4 males. One educator was Karen and the rest were 

from Western countries. 

On planning for this research, my aim, of course, was to interview as many participants until 

the study reached the point of saturation (Small 2009. p.25). I interviewed as many participants 
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as was possible in the time frame, and, although some of the individual needs of young people 

varied according to their different background situations, saturation was met on key points such 

as the general needs of young people and the challenges that they face.  

 

5.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In developing the research methodology for this work, it has been kept in mind that 

methodology brings together ethical, practical and theoretical issues, as depicted above. 

Because of its theoretical framings and ethical and practical issues, only qualitative research 

has been used to answer the research question. This is because the purpose of the work is to 

gain an in-depth understanding of the perceptions of people and their lived realities in a specific 

context (See Kvale 1996), which is not possible through quantitative methodology and its thin, 

generalizable data (Dunne et al. 2005). The post-colonialist and constructivist approach 

adopted by this work means that it is driven by the voice of the participants, who are “constantly 

in the process of social construction” (Dunne et al 2005, p. 15). This necessitates the use of 

qualitative methodology, as quantitative methodology and its claims of objectivity “excludes 

the personal and emotional” which denies “the (inter) subjectivity of [the] researcher and 

researched” (Dunne et al 2005, p. 46). 

Ethical Issues 

Practical 

Issues 

Theoretical 

framing 

METHODOLOGY 

Figure 6: Methodology 

Adapted from Pryor and Ampiah 2004, p. 162 
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However, not using a mixed-methods approach will not affect the rigour or legitimacy of this 

study, as a multi-method qualitative approach was used to allow for triangulation.  

 

5.4.1 Interviews 

Interviews have been used to retrieve the voice of participants in order to understand their 

perceptions and constructions of knowledge. Sixteen semi-structured, in-depth interviews were 

held with young displaced people to gain detailed information in order to answer the first and 

last two sub-questions above. The majority of these young people (11) were Karen, reflecting 

the majority population of displaced persons along the border. The remaining young people 

were Burman, Mon and Shan ethnicities. Seven semi-structured and in-depth interviews were 

also held with educators in the field; two from Burma Link, three from the school in Po Phra 

and two from the MHEP. These interviews have been used to address the last four sub-

questions above. 

 

5.4.2 Focus Groups 

Focus groups were held as a different way of generating knowledge from participants with 

differing backgrounds in a group setting. They were carried out after interviews allowing for 

any points of uncertainty or disagreement that arose to be openly discussed, as well as more 

abstract notions. As the questions were adjusted to create an open discussion between 

participants, it allowed opinions to be challenged, agreed with or adjusted, which is not the 

case in an interview setting. It also may have brought up issues that individuals felt less 

comfortable discussing one-to-one but readily discussed with their peers (Bryman 2008, pp. 

475 – 476). 

Three focus groups were held with groups of young people. Two of these took place in the 

school in Po Phra and participants were thus all Karen. The first focus group had five 

participants and the second, four. The final focus group was held with six students from MHEP 

from a mix of ethnic groups. 
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5.4.3 Analysis of program documentation  

Program documentation, such as lesson plans, have also been analysed to understand the 

rationale and epistemologies of educational initiatives, in order to answer the third and last two 

sub-questions.  

 

5.4.4 Cultural and personal reflexivity during research  

Throughout my time in the field I continuously reflected on my role as a researcher and on the 

context that I was researching in. This is not only good practice, but is vital in a situation where 

participants may be at risk by talking about issues, and in a culture that is so different from my 

own. This reflexivity has also been maintained throughout my analysis as there is always more 

to reflect on and understand (Dunne et al 2005, p. 172). 

My research has been shaped by this, for example it is a major reason for ruling out the use of 

detached quantitative methodology where, as well as being potentially irrelevant, it would have 

been ethically dubious to carry out surveys, for example, on a highly sensitive and emotive 

topic. As the case of the UNHCR survey in 2013 depicts, surveys that can be perceived as 

politically insensitive in this context cannot only cause a high degree of distrust, but have the 

potential to cause real unrest (Burma Link 2014a). My original intention was also to utilise 

participatory methods for data-collection, however in the field I learnt that such activities 

would be too abstract for the people I was working with, which would make them feel 

uncomfortable, and therefore this was ruled out too. 

I kept notes through-out my research both on the context I was in and on my role as a researcher. 

I found it was vital to understand both the culture on the border and the culture that young 

people had come from in order to fully connect with participants and gain their trust. I made a 

real effort to immerse myself in the local situation and learn from the wide array of people 

around me. The help of Burma Link proved invaluable here as the founders showed me around, 

took me to events and introduced me to colleagues and friends. I was constantly able to refer 

back to Burma Link with any questions that I held and they read through my interview guides 

and discussed my research with me to ensure it was always culturally appropriate and 

accessible.  
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These methods have been accumulated, combined and compared to give an in-depth picture of 

the needs of young displaced people and the role of educational initiatives in meeting these 

needs. The post-colonialist framework has been crucial in this methodology, ensuring that it is 

primarily based on the voices of those in and effected by the situation being studied.  

  

5.5 DATA-ANALYSIS 

As much as is possible, data analysis took place in the field. This meant that key and sometimes 

unexpected themes could be pursued in more detail to ensure that the research is as relevant as 

possible, and also allowed for a certain degree of inductive research, within the temporal limits 

of the study. Whilst analysing the data, I have endeavoured to be as reflexive as possible (see 

Dunne et al 2005, p. 22) and be aware of the nuances of the different culture that I am working 

in to prevent against misinterpretation. Again, my contacts in the field have helped me to gain 

a better understanding of how these nuances may come into play. 

Interviews and focus groups were transcribed verbatim and have been coded, along with policy 

documents, using Atlas.ti. I used the operationalization table included in the appendix as a basis 

of identifying some preliminary codes, however I was not limited by this allowing many more 

relevant themes to arise. From this coding it was possible to identify a number of core themes, 

which have been used to structure the analysis section of this work. 
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5.6 ETHICS 

Confidentiality was and is of upmost importance in all aspects of this study due to a real 

concern for the security of participants in this highly sensitive context. It has been imperative 

to keep any identifying features of participants, most of whom are in Mae Sot illegally, 

confidential. This has been done by attaching a code number to participants so that their identity 

is known only to myself. This point is not only true for the displaced people I worked with, but 

also for those in organisations, many of which are in Thailand illegally or are carrying out 

illegal practices such as teaching politics. As such, those working for them must be kept 

completely anonymous and the exact location of the schools and office must remain unknown. 

On the advice of my in-country supervisor, I did not obtain written consent from my 

participants as the formality would make participants nervous or afraid, due to their precarious 

situation and the sensitive nature of the topic. Some may consider this ethically dubious, 

however, before I carried out the research, I ensured that all participants were fully aware of 

my role and my research aims and their ability to opt-out at any point and to any degree. I also 

used gatekeepers, as all young people were approached via the institution that they were a part 

of. 

Finally, although not exhaustively, throughout the research process I ensured I was always 

aware that the topic was highly emotive and sensitive for participants. I was, again, assisted 

hugely by Burma Link here who ensured my interview guides were sensitive to this fact. On 

many occasions, young people would divulge extremely sensitive and sometimes troubling 

information to me, and where it was necessary I ensured that they were receiving the support 

they needed for this.  

 

5.7 LIMITATIONS 

A key limitation of this study is the limited time spent in the field. This restricted the number 

of interviews that could be held and the number of different organisations that could be 

included. Indeed, the range of educational organisations working along the border is hugely 

varied and it would have been relevant and valuable to explore all of these. However, as this 

was in no way feasible it was important to focus the research and as such the AOC and GED 

program were selected. As one of these is non-formal and the other is formal, this allows for 

increased representation. All young people had also been involved in other initiatives on the 
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border, meaning it was possible to get an insight into these and thus get a broader picture of 

border education. 

A second limitation is in how this research can be generalised. It does not aim to be 

generalizable to all displaced young people, as the research aims for an in-depth understanding 

of a particular context. Indeed, it is important to note here that as a constructivist account is 

being used, a different assessment criteria than that for positivist research is needed, looking, 

for example, at trustworthiness, credibility, dependability, and authenticity (Denzin 1998, pp. 

330 – 331). This paper takes the stance that context-specific research is preferable, as it allows 

for in-depth information and context-specific solutions that have a higher chance of success 

than the catch-all solutions which have resulted in many problems in international 

development. However even within this context, issues with the representativeness of this 

research remain. This is because participants of this study have a relatively high degree of 

social capital, primarily in that they are involved in these post-10 educational initiatives in the 

first place. Obtaining a place on such an initiative on the border is extremely competitive 

meaning that all participants were high achievers; they were selected for the GED because of 

their potential to go to university and for AOC because of their potential to be future leaders. 

This is actually the case for all post-10 initiatives on the border. Lower level education is less 

competitive and almost all participants had passed through these schools on the border which 

meant that these were also discussed in the research. However this means that although this 

research is representative of young displaced people in educational initiatives on the border, it 

is unlikely to be relevant to those who have not accessed such initiatives. This brings up a 

further ethical issue that the work is continuing to discount those already excluded and thus 

may perpetuate this exclusion. 

Despite the fact that this research aims to be context specific, it is evident throughout that it is 

able to contribute to the broader academic debate on education and peacebuilding. This 

suggests that although the specific needs of young displaced people from Burma may not be 

generalizable, it is possible that the themes that have emerged from this research may occur in 

other related post-conflict contexts and therefore that this research can give empirical evidence 

to support academic theories. 

Finally, as always when working in a new and different context, cultural and linguistic nuances 

came into play throughout the research which created limitations. All interviews were carried 

out in English and despite the fact that participants had high levels of English, there of course 
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remained misunderstandings and linguistic differences. This was especially challenging in 

interviews when participants asked for examples so they could understand the question, which 

were very difficult to give without leading participants. The help of Burma Link was invaluable 

here, as they assisted me in understanding these differences and helped make my language 

accessible and comprehensive to participants. Burma Link were also able to point out cultural 

nuances that may affect my research, such as the culture of avoiding any offence. I have been 

aware of and reflected on these aspects throughout my analysis to ensure that they do not affect 

the conclusions drawn here. 

 

 

Analysis 

6. SETTING THE SCENE 

In order to explore the research question, I have broken the needs of young people, as identified 

by themselves and their educators, into four themes. These themes have emerged from my 

research collection and analysis and are being used purely for purposes of clarity; not intending 

to undermine the fact that the themes are all interrelated and react with one another. Before 

these are discussed, however, I will very briefly introduce the reader to the background that the 

majority of young displaced people from Burma have experienced and the educational 

initiatives that are part of this research.  

 

6.1 THE BACKGROUNDS EXPERIENCED BY YOUNG DISPLACED PEOPLE 

This research has exposed the voices of young people who have experienced life and education 

in Burma, but who are now living on the border, where they are much freer to divulge their real 

feelings and beliefs and have a means to compare education systems. In doing this, the research 

has uncovered information on the education system in Burma that is not widely available in 

academia. As education is central to this research and an integral part of the lives of young 

displaced people, it is necessary for the reader to know the educational background that these 

young people have come from before the research question is directly answered. This will not 

only improve the understanding on the part of the reader, but demonstrates why education on 
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the border is so important to these young people and in enabling them to create positive change 

in Burma. An exploration of the education experienced by young people in Burma, and the 

comparison between this and education on the border, is so rich that it is worthy of its own 

thesis. This short analysis only touches on the issues bought up by participants.  

It is important to understand the general context that educational initiatives in Burma are 

operating in, and the consensus amongst participants, and indeed people I met on an informal 

basis, was that many people in Burma are quite shockingly unaware of the realities of their 

country, including the civil war. Indeed, many participants alluded to, or outright stated that 

the people of Burma have been brainwashed.  This is through the biased education system and 

also an extremely biased media, where the news portrays the government as heroic saviours 

and government funded films are made to portray ethnic minority groups as bloodthirsty rebels 

(Ed Int 7). The lack of connectivity in Burma does not help this situation as, with many having 

no or limited internet, they have very little access to outside information and news. 

Furthermore, people in Burma are silenced through fear from talking about the situation and 

the conflict in the country. One participant told a story of how, when playing in the forest, she 

witnessed the Burmese military torture and murder a man who turned out to be a friend’s uncle. 

She immediately went home and told her parents who demanded that she never spoke of the 

incident again, for fear of what would happen to her if the wrong person overheard. As one 

participant put it “they try to control people with fear” (Int. 15). 

This has meant that many people are completely uninformed about the conflict in their country; 

with those who had moved to the border from relatively secure villages discussing their 

embarrassment that they initially believed people were lying about the extent of the conflict: 

“first I even thought that people were lying to tell, they make up this story, that they didn’t 

really actually face that.” (Ed Int 7). Even some of those who lived in villages directly and 

continuously hit by the conflict still had little understanding as to what was really going on at 

the time (Int 4). Other participants, of course, were more aware of the situation whilst in Burma, 

but many of these were associated to the leaders of the village or had family involved in the 

struggle. This effective black-out of information not only hides the truth about the conflict, but 

gives people a very warped view of their country; with one young person stating, for example, 

that she had previously believed Burma to be the richest country in South East Asia (Int 13).  

In terms of education, many participants recited to me a proverb from Burma when they spoke 

of education in the country, a proverb which they believe influences people’s opinion on 
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education; “if you go to school, you eat the rice. If you don’t go to school you eat rice” (Int 2), 

which means that “if you have rice, it’s enough for us. You don’t need to be educated” (Int 12). 

This may seem like a dismissive attitude towards education, but it becomes less surprising 

when one learns more about education in Burma, alongside its biased nature. Many teachers in 

schools, for example, have not even reached 10th grade, let alone gone to university or had any 

form of teacher training. This means that all “learning” is done through memorisation, with 

teachers writing an essay, for example, and students having to copy it word-for-word in order 

to pass an exam. Asking questions even to try and understand the subject, it seems, is generally 

not permitted in Burmese schools and those who do or who fall out of line in another way can 

expect to face some degree of corporal punishment. Participants further stated that education 

in Burma was extremely expensive for people there, not least due to fact that teachers do not 

teach everything that they are supposed to in class and instead hold “tuition” – extra lessons 

after school that students must pay for in order to learn the rest. For those that cannot pay, they 

simply cannot attend and often therefore cannot pass.  

For those who make it past 10th grade, university in Burma is an option, however this is also 

relatively expensive and of poor quality. It is possible for students to get scholarships, but these 

are often from the government and contract the student to work for the government for a set 

period of time after graduation; something that ethnic minority students unsurprisingly feel 

very uncomfortable about. Those who do manage to get through this education system are often 

faced with no opportunities at the other end. As one participant poignantly put it “their future 

is disappearing. Now they don’t know what they are going to do after university, they don’t 

have any hope…” (FG 3). All of the above, combined with the fact that young people are often 

expected and needed to help support their families - indeed when they do go to school, they are 

not supporting their families and are costing them significantly more money - can explain why 

education is of such a low priority to some families in Burma. 

This education system is contrasted with the (free) education on the border, that all participants 

are now part of. Education on the border of course has its faults, indeed in some refugee camps 

teachers use the same education system as in Burma and the majority of initiatives aren’t 

recognised and thus can’t provide recognised certificates. However, in general it is considered 

to be of a much higher quality and substantially more relevant to its students. All participants 

discussed how they became aware of the value of education when they moved to the border. 

They learnt more about the conflict in Burma and access to resources such as the internet, free 

press and political books has meant that young people feel more knowledgeable about the 
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outside world and more able to draw comparisons and identify Burma’s real place in it. Many 

participants also stated that they learned more about their own culture, including their language, 

both from their new neighbours and from schools on the border, however this was primarily 

the case only for Karen students, due to the Karen education system used in the camps and 

some border schools. Crucially, young people describe how they learnt how to think critically 

whilst living on the border. To many, coming from a background where they were taught what 

to think and punished for asking questions, this has been a difficult learning process, however 

all participants valued this ability extremely deeply.  

Education on the border has thus opened up the world to these young people, who are now able 

to critically consider the actions of the Burmese government and the place of Burma in a much 

wider context. The new found knowledge and skills that derive from this education play a big 

part in explaining the commitment of young displaced people to make positive change in 

Burma; a commitment that was extraordinarily apparent in all of the participants of this 

research. The change that these young displaced people wanted to make varied according to 

the individuals’ personal skills and interests; political change, economic change, the 

improvement of social provisions and improving IT and connectivity in Burma are some 

examples. However there was a distinct overarching theme that arose in the research; young 

people wanted to show others the value of education and enable youth in Burma to receive the 

same standard and type of education that they were receiving on the border in order to develop 

the same skills, especially critical thinking. This was considered a positive change in itself, and 

an apparatus that would motivate more young people to want to make change in Burma and 

prepare them to do this. 

 

6.2 INTRODUCTION TO THE EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVES WITHIN THIS RESEARCH 

Moving on to the specific educational initiatives included in this research, their introduction in 

the previous chapter will now be expanded to explain the role and rationale of the initiatives as 

identified in interviews with educators and policy documentation.  

 

 6.2.1 Agents of Change 

The Agents of Change (AOC) program run by Burma Link is a leadership program for young 

people that the initiative believe have the potential to be the future leaders of their community 
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or country. The founders believe that there is currently a lack of young leaders on the border 

and in Burma and a lack of good leaders in Burma more generally. The training thus seeks to 

fill this gap by empowering young leaders, and also aims to create an information sharing 

network to give young people a way of helping voices in their communities to be heard. The 

training takes place on the border due to access to good quality schools and young people who 

have more knowledge about the real situation, as well as critical thinking skills. Furthermore, 

on the border there is a range of people from different ethnic groups and areas in Burma, which 

spreads the impact of the program. 

The training, carried out in English, lasts for 

between four to five and a half days. The first 

three days are centred on empowerment and 

empowered leadership, focusing on the skills 

needed to be a leader and also on general 

empowerment or life skills that aid personal 

development. These include courage, self-

confidence, dealing with others and responsible 

citizenship. It was emphasised that the training 

aims to show participants the importance of such skills and give them the tools to develop the 

skills individually. Even where AOCs don’t become leaders, it is hoped they will still use these 

skills to stand up for their rights and beliefs.  

The last two days are based on information sharing and storytelling. This is due to the wider 

aim of Burma Link to share the voices of people from Burma to those in the country and in the 

wider world. These days teach participants to appreciate and value different voices and how to 

share these, highlighting the importance of stories in driving change. The training equips 

participants with the practical skills to do this, such as interviewing and transcribing. On 

completion of the training, participants become Agents of Change and have access to a range 

of resources to assist them in sharing voices, such as cameras and recorders. 

The long term aim of the program is to create a network of connected, young, empowered 

leaders active throughout Burma, who can be role models in communities and help the 

community’s voice be heard. This will be self-sustained by local people who will train other 

AOCs to train other AOCs, and the role of Burma Link within this will be as a link to get 

Figure 7: An inspirational quote used in the AOC 

training 
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information to the outside world. The vision is therefore one of “a Burma full of active young 

leaders who can change the country.” (Ed Int 4). 

 

 6.2.2 The GED Programs 

The GED program, also taught in English, run in MHEP and in the school in Po Phra, as 

mentioned, is an American diploma. The purpose of running the program is that education on 

the border is generally not recognised and so the GED provides students with a recognisable 

certificate that allows them access to international universities, it was thus described as “a 

means to an end” (Ed Int 2). This is the main goal of the program; to enable young people to 

attend higher education. To make this happen, the schools also both support their students in 

applications to universities and in applying for funding.  

The GED program in the school in Po Phra is one of a number of post-10 programs that this 

school (which also teaches all younger grades) runs. The school itself has been continually 

expanding to meet the educational needs of its students, adding new programs or new grades 

yearly. The GED program was added a little over a year ago as it became clear that students 

had the ability to go beyond 10th grade. The program has an intake of twelve Karen students 

who are selected because they have the academic ability and desire to study at University. 

These students believe in the value of education and the role it can play in their communities 

and believe that higher education will help them to assist in this role. The underlying rationale 

of running the program is therefore that students will go to university and gain more knowledge 

and experience and then return to work in or contribute to their communities in some way. This 

goal is expressed very clearly to students by both the school and in outside scholarship 

applications, which require young people to explain how they will assist in their communities 

on completion of their degree. 

The program at MHEP also has a similar rationale. MHEP has an intake of twenty four students. 

It has no specific quotas with regards to ethnicity but aims for as much diversity as possible in 

this intake, partly in order to spread the eventual impact that the program has in Burma as 

widely as possible. The school similarly runs the program to allow young people to go to 

university, stating also that a degree is needed for young people to get higher level jobs in 

Burma. The wider goal, however, is to encourage critical thinking, create connections between 

young people and teach them more about Burma, through the Burma Issues class which is 

taught to students by a former political prisoner from Burma. MHEP specifically selects 
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students who have the future goal of contributing to Burma and aims to “cultivate that within 

them throughout the course of the year.” (Ed Int 6). 

 

The educational initiatives therefore do not consider young people to be passive, but view 

participants in their programs to be active agents of change either now or in the future and see 

that the role of education is to enhance this agency and the ability to make change in Burma. 

With this knowledge of the background of participants and of the initiatives they are currently 

a part of in mind, let us move on to consider how these educational initiatives are being used 

to meet the needs of young displaced people in enhancing their agency and preparing them to 

contribute to positive change in Burma. 

 

7. THE NEEDS OF YOUNG DISPLACED PEOPLE AND THE ROLE OF EDUCATIONAL 

INITIATIVES IN MEETING THESE NEEDS 

As mentioned, for the purpose of analysis the needs of young displaced people have been 

divided into four themes that arose from the research. These are community and societal needs, 

socio-political needs, skills-based needs, and the need for opportunities. Within each of these 

themes I will discuss the needs and challenges of young people, as identified by themselves, 

and will then analyse how the educational initiatives studied are currently dealing with the 

issues and, if appropriate, what more can be done by initiatives on the border. With this latter 

point, I will be mindful of the fact that education may not have the ability to deal with all of 

the needs and challenges highlighted by young people and where it does, that a single initiative 

may not be able to encapsulate everything. 

 

7.1 COMMUNITY AND SOCIETAL NEEDS - “THEY SHOULD TEACH ME TO BE ABLE TO LEAD 

THE COMMUNITY, TO KNOW ABOUT THE COMMUNITY, HOW TO IMPROVE, HOW TO HELP THE 

COMMUNITY” (INT 1) 

The first set of needs that should be met in order to increase the agency and ability of young 

people to make positive change in Burma can be identified as community and societal needs. 

After finishing their education, the majority of young participants envisage that they will, at 

least initially, return to their communities in Burma. It is here, by contributing to change in 
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their communities, that young people believe they will first be able to contribute to positive 

change in Burma. Many participants discussed this step was needed as change should be made 

by starting on a small scale and building up to a bigger goal: “… to make like a big big change 

in Burma it’s really difficult. But…you know what I’m thinking is to start with a small things 

and then to become, to make it bigger, bigger and bigger” (Int 11). They also saw that this was 

a significantly more manageable way for them to positively contribute to life in Burma: “Even 

[if] we cannot change the whole Burma, maybe we can change some part of the community, 

like in our community.” (FG1). 

Young people believe that in order to make change here, they need more knowledge about the 

ways in which they can help their communities. As one participant said: “they should teach me 

to be able to lead the community, to know about the community, how to improve, how to help 

the community” (Int 1).  Teachers also noted this point when selecting applicants, as students 

often stated that they wanted to make positive change, but could rarely determine a concrete 

way of achieving this. Knowledge about how to impact the community is especially needed for 

young people who have been living on the border for an extended period of time, as they feel 

detached from their place of origin and the issues faced there. Many participants stated that this 

latter point also meant they needed to prove themselves in order to be accepted by their 

communities and successfully work within them. The primary way young people saw they 

could achieve this acceptance was through gaining a good and recognised education and also 

through increased participation, to build mutual trust and understanding.  

However this acceptance is also challenged by intergenerational norms, which are seen as a 

key barrier by young people to making change in their communities. It is custom in Burma to 

be very respectful and obedient of authority, a term which often correlates with older 

generations, and it is often therefore objectionable to challenge this authority. With this in 

mind, young people believe it will be even harder to prove themselves and be listened to 

because of their age; “people might think I’m still too young to follow what I say. This is another 

thing in Burma people always look at how old they are…they think…age is wisdom, but it 

doesn’t mean anything. Being older doesn’t mean you are wiser or something. But people in 

Burma really believe that if someone is young they don’t normally want to be believe [them]” 

(Int 13). 

Educators also envisaged further challenges that students would face when returning to their 

villages. This was primarily the fact that young people are now in a situation where they are 
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constantly academically challenged and are having their boundaries pushed. On return to their 

communities, they will likely be the most highly educated people there and will not have this 

academic stimulation. Instead, they will be trying to push the boundaries of others in a context 

where this might not be accepted. These points highlight the important interplay between 

structure and agency in the lives of young displaced people. Young people have the desire and 

the will to carry out agentic behaviour and become agents of positive change and peacebuilding 

in their communities, however they are very aware that when they return to their communities 

they will be bounded by the structures of society in their agency and what they are able to 

achieve.  

In order to make change in their communities, young people also stated that they need 

(continued) support from a range of actors. This includes leaders and elders who will be able 

to provide advice on leadership and on the needs of the people. They also need the support of 

the people themselves, to back the ideas and changes that young people are bringing forward. 

Both of these factors will enable the agency of youth, but may be challenging to obtain 

considering the above. Even more challenging, many participants stated that they needed the 

support of the Burmese government, as it would be highly difficult to make real and lasting 

change if confronted with government opposition, even, for example, if starting up or making 

changes to a school. Participants also highlighted that they need the continued support of 

teachers and organisations in encouraging young people and providing them with the 

experience and knowledge that they need. 

Further to the above, young people highlighted more general societal challenges they face 

which they believe will act as a barrier to making change and, again, which demonstrate 

structural and societal constraints on their ability to carry out agentic behaviour in Burma. A 

lack of family resources or finances is one such major barrier as this puts pressure on them to 

work to contribute towards their family income, as opposed to towards community 

development. Indeed, in contrast to the border, it was highlighted that NGOs running 

community development initiatives in Burma fail to take off, because the focus is so heavily 

based on earning an income (Ed Int 5). Young people also highlighted the difficulties in travel 

as a major barrier, as without the very expensive Burmese ID card, travel is not permitted in 

the country. This significantly lessens the impact that people can make, especially considering 

the fact that parts of Burma remain very secluded with limited connectivity. This challenge is 

exacerbated by the fact that many people are born unregistered on the Thai side of the border, 

and thus have no nationality. 
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 7.1.1 The role of educational initiatives in meeting these needs 

Unsurprisingly, education cannot directly deal with all of the issues above, however some of 

these needs are being met, and in different ways initiatives are preparing young people to make 

change in Burma. 

The AOC program, for example, attempts to deal with the fact that young people need 

knowledge on how to help their communities. This includes a session on “Dealing effectively 

with others and getting things done” and specifically “planning and community problem 

solving” (Burma Link [no date]b). The session walks participants through the process of 

problem solving step-by-step, as demonstrated in the image below (figure 8) and sets them the 

task of problematizing and planning a community project. It then teaches how to evaluate the 

project and solve any problems that may arise. It thus equips them with the skills to carry out 

change in their community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: AOC guide to problem solving 

Burma Link 

Figure 9: Young people on the AOC training learn 

community planning 

Burma Link 
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Other projects on the border, outside of those studied here, are specifically focused on 

community development and thus also attempt to empower young people in this way. However 

as the rationale of almost all initiatives is to encourage young people to return to communities 

in Burma, it seems that if it is possible, inclusion of some form of community planning training 

in all initiatives would be beneficial to young people. This would enable them to at least 

consider the role that they want to play in their communities, how to achieve this and how they 

might deal with the constraints on their agency that they have depicted as barriers to making 

change. Indeed, this was highlighted by one of the educators who discussed the need of 

equipping students with “an element of change management. It’s not just knowing what to do, 

its knowing how to implement it and bring other people along with you.” (Ed Int 1). 

The AOC program also aids young people in the role that they can play in their community 

through, for example, the session on “Dealing with others”. It encourages young people to think 

critically about societies and to be a good and moral leader, both of which can involve 

challenging authority when it is unjust, and both of which may help young people overcome 

the intergenerational challenges cited. By encouraging young people to share the voices of their 

communities, it further encourages participation and understanding, which may assist young 

people in being accepted into their communities, and will also give them knowledge and insight 

into the changes that communities need and desire. 

Finally, both the AOC program and MHEP aim to create a network of empowered young 

people throughout Burma. This will be elaborated further in the next section, but in doing this 

the initiatives can assist with the challenges cited above. With this network, the impact of young 

people will be spread throughout Burma and young people will be able to gain support and 

momentum for the changes they wish to implement from one another. This potential was 

highlighted by participants; “one person go back to your own community and then as you know 

you can change a small community, and it’s okay. You can just change a small one. But you 

will have a lot. Here now [in the school] is a lot of migrant student right. So after they graduate, 

of course they will go back to their country, and one people can work in a small community 

and then become more and more and then when they have connection to each other, I hope 

they can change it [Burma].” (Int 11). 
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7.2 SOCIO-POLITICAL NEEDS - “THE WHOLE BURMA...NEED FREEDOM. WE HAVE TO WORK 

TOGETHER, THE WHOLE BURMA, ALL ETHNICS” (FG 2)  

The second theme that emerged from the research can broadly be described as the socio-

political needs of young people in preparing and enabling them to make positive change in 

Burma. Political needs in general arose throughout the research, but many participants also 

believe that engaging with politics was the best way of making change in Burma. Indeed, some 

were already active politically, with the students at one of the schools supporting those in the 

student protests in Burma (despite wanting to, they were not able to attend due to travel 

restrictions).  

As the literature demonstrates, an important part of the peacebuilding process is encouraging 

previously conflicting parties to work together, especially through education (Lopes Cardozo 

et al 2015b, Barakat et al 2013). Relating to the four R framework, but viewing it as less distinct 

than it is theorised, this accounts for issues of misrepresentation and contributes to recognition, 

especially of “other’s” suffering and histories, resulting eventually in tolerance and 

reconciliation. This broad theory was echoed by participants in their very real context. They 

stated that in order to make positive change in Burma (and thus contribute to reconciliation), 

young people from different ethnic groups need to cooperate and unite to work together (aiding 

representation) and understand each other (aiding recognition). Participants saw that people 

from all ethnic groups in Burma had comparable goals; especially those of peace and freedom 

from oppression. It was believed that they could not achieve these goals unless the groups 

united to deal with them together, in spite of their differences. Indeed some participants 

believed that the highlighting of the “differences” between ethnic groups was troubling in itself. 

One participant stated; “I don’t really want to say myself that I’m a Karen or something like 

that. I just feel myself that I one of human. Everyone the same, no matter what religion you are, 

no matter what kind of ethnic you are, we are the same” (Int 15). This sentiment was shared 

by many who believed that what united groups was more important than what divided them, 

and that people needed to cooperate across ethnic groups, villages and ages in order to make 

positive change in Burma. This then surpasses issues of recognition and illustrates that 

respecting difference may not be as valuable to reconciliation as rejecting this notion of 

difference and focusing instead on shared beliefs and goals.   

Whether young people feel able to work with different ethnic groups, however, gained a more 

complex response and demonstrates another constraint to the agentic behaviour that youth wish 
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to carry out. Some participants stated definitively that young people, especially on the border, 

could work with different ethnicities. However most others were much more reserved in their 

answers, stating that this depended on the individual and their previous experiences in Burma. 

This response, of course, is not surprising given the background that these young people have 

come from and this was highlighted as a challenge young people faced in making positive 

change. Firstly, as we have seen above, the conflict in Burma is largely an ethnic conflict, and 

many young people and their families have suffered hugely at the hands of armed groups. This 

is especially true of the government military, which many associate with the Burman ethnic 

group more generally. These experiences of course continue to have an effect on those on the 

border and often result in a negative, and sometimes violent, attitude towards all people from 

that group. Correspondingly, discrimination between ethnic groups in Burma is rife, with 

young people, for example, stating that they were taught stereotypes of groups that they should 

avoid as children. At the extreme, this discrimination can be seen at the moment with the 

Rohingya refugee crisis - a group that has systematically and systemically been refused 

recognition and citizenship in Burma. On the border, again unsurprisingly, this discrimination 

often manifests itself against the majority Burman ethnic group. One Burmese participant 

discussed the difficulties they had faced, including in schools, which came as a shock to them 

as they were previously unaware of the real situation in Burma. They did not blame people for 

holding these views when they learnt more about the conflict, but willed others to “hate 

Burmese people but don’t hate me because I don’t do anything to you” (Int 13). 

Young people and their educators also discussed the need for more knowledge of the real 

situation in Burma in order to make positive change there. The importance of history education, 

and linking this with the present situation of young people, was highlighted in the theoretical 

framework, where the Research Consortium on Education and Peacebuilding found that a lack 

of this undermined the agency of youth to contribute to peacebuilding (Lopes Cardozo et al 

2015b). This historical and current knowledge is especially needed for young people from 

Burma, who have had the truth about their country hidden from them. Indeed, young people 

discussed the need for those with knowledge to share it with as many people as they can. 

Knowing the past and present situation in Burma, according to participants and in line with 

findings from the Research Consortium, will enable young people to understand more and give 

them the confidence to act towards positive change, thus enhancing their agency. It will also 

enable them to understand the histories of other ethnic groups and thus accept and work 
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alongside them, linked again to the Rs of 

recognition and reconciliation. Furthermore, 

many participants highlighted the need to 

learn from history, especially to determine the 

tactics of the Burmese government and, with 

this in mind, how it is best to approach trying 

to make positive change in the country. One 

participant highlighted this especially when 

discussing the need for cooperation between 

groups: “if we look at the history from history, 

they rule and divide” (Int 15). 

As well as this contextual knowledge, young 

people highlighted their need for political 

knowledge and skills more generally. As one 

participant stated “young people have no 

knowledge on politics, so it’s easy for them 

[the government] to control [us]” (Int 14). 

With this knowledge, young people feel like they will be better able to determine when and 

how the Burmese government is doing wrong and have the confidence to criticise them 

accordingly. This means that youth, and the people they are working with, will be less easily 

manipulated. With regards to this latter point, human rights were also mentioned a number of 

times, with participants believing that if they and the people of Burma understood their rights, 

they would be more likely to act when these are being abused. 

For all young people aiming to make change in Burma, and especially for those wanting to 

work politically, the Burmese government poses both many challenges and serious threats, 

which further impose constraints on the agency of young people; “they are trying to destroy 

us and they force us, they are trying to control us” (FG2). Young people spoke about the fear 

in Burma to talk politics, let alone to be engaged in it, and based on this many parents have 

discouraged the participants and their friends from being politically active, such as in the 

student demonstrations. One participant was also told by a teacher “you should know politics 

in Burma, but do not do politics” (Int 14). This is due to the fear of what would happen to the 

young person and their family if they were caught being seen as too anti-government; the 

primary fear here is long-term imprisonment, but a threat to the lives of young people is also 

Figure 10: Young person paints images of Aung 

San Suu Kyi 
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present. As one participant responded when asked about the main challenges for young people 

who want to make positive change; “The challenges is, they have to be afraid of the Burmese. 

Like, if they work for the freedom, for the peace, they have to be worried that if the Burmese 

know that you are doing the right thing they find any ways to kill you. It is dangerous…” (Int 

1). This fear demonstrates the real story on the ground in Burma, as opposed to that which the 

international press and community are pushing, and reminds us that “even if things are getting 

better in Burma, we’re not even a generation away from chaos.” (Ed Int 2). 

 

 7.2.1 The role of educational initiatives  in meeting these needs 

Taking each point above in turn, it is possible to see how educational initiatives are currently 

dealing with the needs and challenges highlighted and consider what more could be done to 

meet the needs in preparing young people to contribute to positive change in Burma.  

Considering the first point, that of the need for co-operation between different ethnic groups, 

the Research Consortium on Education and Peacebuilding recommends that in order to enhance 

the agency of youth as peacebuilders, education should encourage “mutual understanding, 

respect and prejudice reduction” (Lopez Cardozo et al 2015b, p. 63). Many of the post-10 

initiatives on the border seem to work decisively to this aim. Of those studied, this “mutual 

understanding, respect and prejudice reduction” in MHEP is a product of the school 

purposefully selecting students from a range of ethnic groups. These students live together, 

spending a lot of time discussing the situation in Burma, and work together, both academically 

and as part of a leadership council in the school. Students cited this council as both an example 

of them working with different ethnic groups, and why and how they are able to do this. This 

set up promotes recognition, representation and reconciliation as it  means that the young 

people start to understand each other and wear down the prejudices that many state they 

previously held about other ethnic groups; “we start learning each other. Oh, this is you. Not 

Burmese, so like [we] start getting along with a person not with the [ethnic] group” (Int 13). 

The AOC program also aims, where possible, to include a mix of ethnic groups in its training 

sessions, with the purpose of having the same effects as those at MHEP. However it also more 

explicitly teaches young people the value and importance of recognition, cooperation and 

respect. It does this by highlighting that diversity exists everywhere and attempts to show the 

benefits of this. As the co-founder of Burma Link describes: “we…show how of course there 

are challenges when you bring in many different cultures or just have diversity, but if you use 
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this diversity to your advantage…it can be a great strength… And then we also, with this 

diversity, we encourage them to really see everyone as equal. Whatever their background 

is…everyone is an important part of society and everyone should feel like they’re a full member 

of society…” (Ed Int 4). This is done in the training by attempting to show that people may be 

shaped by their communities, but everyone is an individual and everyone, both within ethnic 

groups and across the globe, has similarities and differences. To be specific to the context, 

Burma Link use examples of ethnic groups that young people are likely to hold a negative 

opinion on, such as the Burman and the Rohingya, in an attempt to encourage “mutual 

understanding, respect and prejudice reduction” (Lopez Cardozo et al 2015b, p. 63) between 

all groups. 

The GED program at school in Po Phra is evidently different to these initiatives in this respect, 

having an almost exclusively Karen intake. Given the location of the school, in a very small 

town directly on the border with Karen state, this lack of diversity may not be unexpected. The 

school is also very oriented around the Karen ethnic group, with a long-term goal of having an 

independent Karen university. Of course, many of the students here had taken part in the AOC 

training (which took place in the school and thus only with Karen students), but in general they 

remain relatively detached from other ethnic groups. As an educator in the school responded 

when asked whether young people were encouraged to work with different ethnic groups; “It’s 

hard because we’re so homogenous here. The post-10 is 100% Karen…for a lot of them 

working with diversity is two different Karen groups” (Ed Int 2). The complexity of the 

situation in Karen state means that it was not possible to delve deeply into this issue within the 

scope of the research. It is interesting to note, however, that there was a different dynamic 

between the two schools. Students in Po Phra generally spoke about being open to different 

ethnicities and understood the problems that arise when groups do not recognise each other, 

however they often focused on positive change for the Karen people and the need for Karen 

independence. On the other hand, Students at MHEP, including Karen students, had a wider 

focus on Burma as a whole and seemed less shaped in their goals by their ethnicity. This may 

well be a result of differing goals between the two schools; with MHEP focusing on Burma as 

a whole in its teachings and with regards to where students will make change, and the school 

in Po Phra mainly focusing on Karen state. However, given the call from students that different 

ethnic groups need to work together, it is reasonable to suggest that students who are not in 

multi-ethnic schools, would benefit from increased exposure to other groups. This would aid 

recognition and mutual understanding and enable groups to work together in the future. Indeed, 
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it has been shown that such “inter-group encounters” promote reconciliation (Metro 2013). A 

failure to do this may impact on the future agency of young people to make change in Burma. 

In terms of education about the situation in Burma and about politics, it was evident that all 

initiatives drew on examples from Burma during their lessons/training. For the AOC training 

this comes in the forms of examples of just and unjust laws, leadership (looking at Aung San 

Su Kyi), and the importance of diversity, amongst other things. For the GED programs, the 

focus on American society makes this more difficult, however teachers aim to drawn 

comparisons or use examples from Burma to illustrate points in a more context specific way. 

In social studies, students in Po Phra also had debates in class about current issues in Burma, 

especially local issues. 

MHEP have gone a step further in this and have, as has been described, introduced a Burma 

Issues class as part of their curriculum. This class is taught by a former political prisoner from 

Burma, thus using the indigenous voice, and uses a discussion-based format, whereby the 

teacher and students discuss past or current events in Burma using, for example, newspaper 

articles or sections of the constitution as a starting point for the discussion. The students in 

MHEP were extremely politically aware and confident in the steps they wanted to take to make 

positive change in Burma. It is difficult to pinpoint whether they were selected because of this, 

or whether it is a result of this Burma Issues class. However, either way, this class is nurturing 

the students understanding of Burma and further engaging them in knowledge of the political 

process. In doing this, it meets the recommendation of the Research Consortium and the 

broader education and peacebuilding literature that in order to enhance the agency of young 

people in peacebuilding, educational initiatives should connect the study of the past with 

present realities and challenges (Lopez Cardozo et al 2015b; Davies 2005). 

This class sets a good example as to how young people can learn more about the situation in 

Burma. Participants described how they had learnt (more) about the situation whilst living on 

the border, both in school but also largely from the people around them, many of whom had 

fled the conflict. Yet almost all participants believe that they and other young people do not 

know enough about their history or the current events in the country. It therefore seems 

important to include this within educational initiatives where possible, especially in lower 

grades so that young people can continuously build on this knowledge and feel confident and 

knowledgeable enough to contribute to positive change in Burma. However, history education 

is loaded with politics and in such an ethnically diverse situation, it is easy for history education 
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to focus on the construction of knowledge of one group over others, which can reinforce 

prejudice. It is therefore important that initiatives are wary of this and expose students to 

multiple accounts of history from an early stage, which is shown to develop the pluralism vital 

for a multi-ethnic society (Metro 2006). The need for knowledge on human rights and politics 

also calls on some degree of citizenship education, as discussed in the theoretical framework, 

to further develop this ability (Smith 2003).  

Access to resources on the border, such political books and free press, seem to be another 

crucial way in which young people learn about the situation in Burma, and internet access is 

especially crucial here. The two schools have educated young people on internet research and 

during the week I spent living in Po Phra, students were frequently looking at news sites and 

watching discussions about Burma. Many also highlighted that they had learnt their most up-

to-date information from posts that friends had shared on social media sites. With this new 

knowledge, a number of students stated that they wanted to make positive change in Burma by 

improving connectivity and teaching young people how to use computers, smart phones and 

the internet. It seems imperative that schools on the border cultivate this desire to research, and 

ensure that young people have the skills to determine the validity of sources. This will allow 

young people to enhance their own agency as peacebuilders through building their own 

knowledge and opinions.  

Finally, it seems like the challenges and threats from the Burmese government, that young 

people feel will restrict their agency to make change in the country, go beyond the scope of 

education to deal with. Indeed educators discussed the fact that many structural changes need 

to take place in Burma to allow young people to be active agents of positive change there, again 

highlighting the interplay between structure and agency in these young people’s lives. 

However, both MHEP and the AOC training are building up a network of young people across 

Burma. As these networks and cooperation increases, it is hoped by young people that they 

will form a strong barrier against the oppression of the government. Many participants already 

believe that their education on the border is equipping them with the skills and the networks 

that they need to overcome the threat of the government. As one participant stated: “the 

government cannot break us anymore because we are bound together in school” (Int 12). 
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7.3 SKILLS BASED NEEDS - “WHEN I WAS IN BURMA I LEARNT HOW TO MEMORISE, BUT 

WHEN I CAME TO THAILAND I LEARNT HOW TO THINK” (INT 11)  

Young people highlighted further skills that they believed both they personally and young 

people on the border more generally need in order to contribute to a “free, peaceful and 

democratic Burma”. The first of these was critical thinking. We have already seen that young 

people are dissuaded from critical thinking in Burma and many discussed how they “learnt to 

think” (Int 11) whilst living on the border. Participants believe that young people need to 

develop these skills further in order to increase their agency to make change in Burma, and 

without this there is likely to be little motivation to make such change. This will involve 

breaking away from the knowledge constructed by their communities and parents meaning that 

young people “have to think their own way with the knowledge they have and what they have 

seen, what they have got, what the information, the new information, and so they have to change 

their mind” (FG 2).  

Another major theme was the need of leadership skills. Many participants wanted to be a leader 

in their communities in the future, however not all were easily able to identify what this would 

involve or what skills they would need in order to achieve this, demonstrating a gap in 

educational initiatives. Those who answered this question responded that they needed to know 

how to be a good, honest leader who listened to the people, in contrast with the present leaders 

of Burma. They also discussed the need to develop mutual trust and understanding and improve 

communication skills, especially communicating between different groups with differing 

opinions.  

Finally, young people stated 

that they felt unable to make 

change in Burma as they lacked 

the self-confidence to do so, as 

a result of needing the above 

skills, knowledge on the 

situation in Burma and enough 

education. This impacted their 

subjective feelings on their 

agency in relation to being 

active within the society. Young Figure 11: Young people on AOC training discuss leadership skills 
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people believed that education was the ultimate means of equipping them with what they 

“lacked” and would thus build up their confidence to make change in their communities, or in 

Burma as a whole. 

  

7.3.1 The role of educational initiatives in meeting these needs 

These skills-based needs are perhaps more traditionally within the remit of education to deal 

with, and indeed the initiatives studied are aiming to advance these skills in their students and 

participants. This is not only because they are life skills often taught in education, but in many 

cases is done with the specific aim in mind of preparing young people to contribute to life in 

Burma.  

It was clear from interviews with educators, as well as young people, that critical thinking skills 

are vital in preparing young people to make positive change in Burma. They were also seen as 

one of the most important and beneficial aspects of education on the border, as the co-founder 

of Burma Link said “people here have critical thinking skills, they know the real situation in 

Burma, they have a lot more knowledge than people inside Burma, really a lot of the true 

potential leaders for Burma are actually outside Burma, many of them are on the border..” 

(Ed Int 7). This ties in with the work of the Research Consortium on Education and 

Peacebuilding, which states that in order for educational initiatives to enhance young people’s 

agency for peacebuilding, they should provide “opportunities for critical reflection of 

political/religious/ideological/media messages” (Lopes Cardozo et al 2015b, p. 63). This is 

based on the work of Davies (2004, 2005, 2011) which highlights that appropriate citizenship 

education provides a key means of enhancing critical thinking specific to the context of young 

people and the challenges that they face, which in turn can change the way young people think 

and thus act in relation to the conflict situation. History education is also another route to 

encourage critical reflection on societies and identities.  

All of the initiatives studied promote critical thinking as part of their programs. The GED exam 

is a critical thinking task in itself, however both schools also encourage critical reflection 

specific to the situation on the border, through debates and discussions. The Burma Issues class 

at MHEP further encourages this through the teaching of politics and history. Indeed an 

educator at MHEP stated that one of the schools biggest goals was to “encourage critical 

thinking” (Ed Int 6), but noted that this didn’t come easily to all students, some of whom are 

receiving a lot of new information about Burma, but are struggling to critically engage with 
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this. The AOC program also “encourage[s] critical thinking in everything that we do” (Ed Int 

4) through advocating young people to question everything including the laws and leadership 

of their country. This is included as part of what it is to be a responsible citizen, which Burma 

Link teaches, at the highest level, means looking at society critically and unfollowing unjust 

laws. It also promotes critical thinking about identity, as we have seen above, by encouraging 

young people to consider how their identity is formed. This is considered crucial on the Thai-

Burmese border, where exposure to different knowledge communities (i.e. their community 

and education in Burma and their community and education on the border) can often leave 

young people confused over identity and where critical thinking about this identity formation 

can neutralise ethnic divisions (Metro 2013). 

Developing leadership skills is the central goal of the AOC program, where the opening line 

of the AOC handbook reads “Welcome! You are one of Burma’s most promising and potential 

young leaders. You are holding this book because you have been chosen to become an AOC, a 

young active leader who can empower others…” (Burma Link [no date]b). The purpose of the 

training is thus to teach young people leadership skills and how to transfer these to work in 

their communities. This includes encouraging traits such as honesty, courage, authenticity and 

respect for diversity. It is also very heavily based on developing good communication skills 

and working with other people, including those with differing viewpoints. This means that it, 

again, deals with the Rs of recognition and representation and makes them integral to the 

perception on what it is to be a good leader. 

No students at MHEP had taken part in the AOC training, however those who had been 

involved in the school council highlighted that through this they had developed their leadership 

skills, including the ability to distribute tasks and to communicate and work with other people, 

again especially how to deal with different viewpoints and different ways of working. As one 

student said: “I have sat as the student president here. I began to know about leadership…how 

you need to organise meetings…how I need to solve the problems. How I need to connect with 

different students. How I need to persuade things and if I do something, it’s give me a lot of 

knowledge. Not only the schooling but also leadership” (Int 14). Teachers at the school pointed 

out that this council, which serves a number of terms to allow for more students to hold posts, 

was set up for the purpose of developing leadership skills. This was largely because university’s 

looked for such skills on applications. As well as the council, the school also stated that it 

encourages leadership through group work and peer tutoring.  
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Finally, in order to make positive change in Burma, the need for more self-confidence was also 

highlighted by educators as well as young people. This is a difficult trait to pass on to young 

people, and as one educator stated is something that young people must develop in themselves 

(Ed Int 6). However initiatives are aiming to empower young people’s agency and equip them 

with the skills and footing needed to develop confidence in themselves and their abilities. The 

AOC training labels this “the journey towards empowerment” and believes that a major first 

step in empowerment is being confident and comfortable in who you are as a person. A number 

of AOCs highlighted this as one of the most beneficial aspects of the training for them; 

“Confidence its human’s quality to do everything, say everything. Because confidence very 

important to be authentic, to be assertive, to be able to say no, to be who you are.”  (Int 6). For 

trainers one of the most rewarding things about the program was also when young people stated 

they felt more comfortable and accepting of who they are as an individual. 

 

7.4 THE NEED FOR OPPORTUNITIES  - “IT’S NOT FAIR FOR THE STUDENT. THEY HAVE TO 

TRY SO HARD, THEY SPEND A LOT OF TIME ON EDUCATION, BUT IT’S USELESS” (INT 3) 

The final theme that can be identified, and perhaps the needs that are most affected by the 

changing circumstances along the border, is the need for opportunities, primarily educational 

opportunities and work based opportunities. 

All participants discussed the paramount importance of education in the lives of young people 

and in making positive change in Burma. Indeed the goal of many participants is to show other 

young people in Burma the value of education, believing that this will improve their lives and 

open their eyes to the real situation in Burma, thus making them more likely to act to change 

the country. There is a distinct lack of good educational opportunities in Burma, as we have 

also seen, and thus border education is currently considered vital for providing young people 

from Burma with a good education; many young people left their families and their homes to 

travel to the border and receive this education. 

The participants of this research are in a relatively good position regarding their education, all 

being enrolled in a post-10 education program. However they are in the minority here, and 

many discussed that for young displaced people in general, there needs to be more educational 

opportunities in Burma and along the border. Focusing on the border, this is especially the case 

for post-grade 10. At the moment there are few post-10 initiatives in Mae Sot, and so entrance 

onto a course is extremely competitive, with MHEP for example getting 200 applicants in 2014 
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for the 24 places that they offer. This places a major structural constraint on the agency of 

young displaced people, many of whom believe this continued education is vital in enhancing 

their agency to contribute to positive change in Burma. It makes students “feel very desperate” 

and for some makes them “try less and they are not very motivated to learn” (Int 14) as, despite 

passing their last year at school many will have nothing to do after finishing. Indeed one student 

in MHEP had previously dropped out of education for this reason; “I think after I finish this 

school, where should I go!? There is no place for me to continue. And that’s why I think I 

stopped school too.” (Int 16). The school in Po Phra has attempted to account for this difficulty 

by continuously expanding the programs that it offers post-10, adding additional initiatives to 

meet the needs of students who have gone through the school. However, even this has its 

difficulties, with educators discussing their worries over the rate of expansion and the 

sustainability of this. 

Young people also stated the need for recognisable certificates. The majority of participants 

were enrolled on the GED program, which meant that if they passed, they would have such a 

certificate. However, there were only three schools in and around Mae Sot offering this kind 

of program, and these schools have a minimal intake of very academically able applicants. 

Despite attending years of schooling in a system considered to be far superior to that in Burma, 

the remaining students have very little to show for this as most schools along the border are not 

legally registered and thus cannot provide a recognised certificate even for primary and 

secondary grades.  When looking for work or education along the border, this is not so much 

of an issue, as NGOs are aware of the situation and do not require applicants to hold such a 

certificate. Beyond this, however, it means that it is virtually impossible for students to go onto 

higher education and extremely difficult for them to get a job in Burma or elsewhere away 

from the border. 

Participants who were on the GED programs had primarily applied to this course due to their 

desire to go onto higher education, and many consider this a vital step in preparing them to 

contribute to positive change in Burma. This is both because of the education that they will 

receive in university and the reputability of holding a degree, which will make them more likely 

to find work and/or be accepted as a leader in their community. The GED certificate allows 

students to study at many international universities, however young people are restricted in 

their options due to scholarship opportunities. Scholarships are limited, both in the number of 

placements and the type of courses they fund; primarily sociological courses as it is believed 

that these will most enable young people to contribute to change in their communities. This 
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means that not every student who passes the GED will be able to go to university, and those 

who do will be limited in their choice of course. A number of participants, for example, wanted 

to study IT at university and believed that knowledge in this area was very important for 

Burma’s future, however no scholarships fund such courses and thus they are being pushed to 

study a different subject. As a teacher at MHEP said; “I think it’s challenging to have young 

people who are really interested in everything and really want to do lots of things, and tell 

them okay, you can get a scholarship to study this, this and this, but those are the only options” 

(Ed Int 5). 

Despite the fact that young people and their educators believe that there should be more 

educational opportunities and support along the border, the opposite is happening, with funding 

being cut, initiatives facing pressure to relocate to Burma and programs being shut down. 

Indeed when I arrived one school declared it had to cancel one of its post-10 initiatives, not 

only meaning fewer opportunities for young people, but causing a great degree of uncertainty 

for those already enrolled on the program. Such closures are making it even more competitive 

to get onto initiatives; during the time of research, MHEP were carrying out their recruiting 

process and were experiencing substantially higher applicant numbers than in the year before. 

This is a major structural challenge that participants envision will increasingly impact on young 

people’s ability to make change in Burma. As one participant said; “when they close the school 

in migrant [areas], it means that you are closing the opportunity” (Int 11). This is especially 

the case because even if programs relocate to inside Burma, this does not mean that young 

people now living on the border can do the same. Due to family circumstances, lack of identity 

cards and the fact that many villages are still uninhabitable, often due to landmines, it is not 

currently possible for a lot of displaced people to move back “home”. Furthermore, many have 

no desire to, as they still fear oppression and persecution in Burma. 

Participants also highlighted that they need opportunities for work, which, to some extent, ties 

in with the first R of redistribution. Firstly, they stated the need for work experience, especially 

with organisations working on issues in Burma, believing that this would give them the 

knowledge, skills and confidence to create positive change in the country. This ties in with 

approaches to agency, which state that agency is about allowing young people to be competent 

participants in social life and suggesting that perceived levels of agency can vary according to 

social situations (Evans 2002). Secondly, participants stated that young people need access to 

good and appropriate jobs when they have finished their education. Such jobs are not present 

in Burma and are competitive to get into along the border. In line with the findings from the 
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Research Consortium on Education and Peacebuilding (Lopes Cardozo et al 2015b), 

participants highlighted that this access to jobs is needed to give young people a route into 

making change in Burma, but diverging from this, primarily saw that it is needed to encourage 

young people to go to school in the first place. When there are no such jobs available, the rice 

proverb rings true in terms of employment at least; whether you go to school or not, you will 

still end up in the same type of job and with the same income. This discourages young people 

from putting effort into their education and also gives no impetus for parents to send their 

children to school if they don’t see education as inherently valuable. 

Indeed, the major challenge that the lack of these opportunities causes is that it is making young 

people lose hope. They are losing hope that their education is worthwhile, that they can achieve 

higher education and that they can get a valuable job at the end of it. This is, in turn, is affecting 

the subjective perceptions of agency by preventing young people from believing that they can 

make positive change in Burma. As one participant said; “here is we have lack of 

opportunity…so people mostly stop their education with post-10 level, so because they all feel 

they lose hope. Very few chance to go further, so…it stop them to try hard, to go further. It 

make them lose their hope.” (Int 15). And linking back to a poignant statement already quoted; 

“their future is disappearing” (FG3). 

 

7.4.1 The role of educational initiatives  in meeting these needs 

Of course educational initiatives do not have the ability to create jobs for young people, 

however programs along the border are assisting young people in finding work and thus 

attempting to overcome the structural barriers faced by their students. As mentioned, some 

initiatives are purposefully set up to teach students to run community development programs, 

and many of these involve a work placement as part of the course. On the other hand, many 

initiatives also state that applicants must have a certain number of years’ experience in order 

to be accepted, which can be difficult for young people considering the challenge in finding 

such work. The initiatives studied were obviously different from these. For the two GED 

programs, the aim is to get students into higher education, which will in turn improve their job 

prospects. However when this is unsuccessful, both schools support students in finding and 

applying for jobs or work experience, usually along the border. The school in Po Phra also 

allows and sometimes encourages students to return as teachers. Thus, although these methods 

cannot account for the lack of job opportunities along the border for young people, the 
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initiatives are playing an active role in supporting students to find experience or work. 

Although this is not the aim of the AOC program, it is also helping to some extent; by equipping 

young people with a number of skills highly valuable to employers and encouraging them to 

experience work in their communities by sharing voices. 

Educators admit that the challenge of job prospects is not easy. This is especially true as young 

people, primarily after receiving university education, are encouraged to go back into Burma 

to help, but this is where jobs are especially lacking. As one teacher noted; “there’s nothing 

waiting for them…so it’s like go on improve your communities but you also have to find out 

how to improve your communities and we’re just like, me personally it’s like just give them as 

many skills as I can and hope that when they get into the situation, like they’ll be going to many 

different places, that they will be able to cope and they will be able to be creative and they will 

be able to thrive” (Ed Int 2). Young people then need the agency to create structural changes 

themselves. 

In terms of educational opportunities, the role played by the initiatives studied is much more 

obvious; they are providing education to young displaced people and the GED programs are 

providing young people with a recognisable certificate and thus access to higher education. 

The GED programs are limited by scholarship opportunities just as young people are, however 

they do assist their students in applying for these sponsorships and applying to universities. 

This support goes beyond the academic cycle for the students; if they fail to find a university 

place and/or sponsorship in the first year, the programs assist their students in finding a work 

placement and then will assist them again in applying for university again the next year. The 

school in Po Phra continues this support indefinitely, and has also provided the funding for a 

couple of students to attend university abroad. This school is also assisting students in their 

goal of spreading knowledge of the value of education, by supporting students to go to Karen 

villages and perform skits or hold discussions with families there. 

However, despite these positive roles that initiatives are playing in meeting the needs identified 

by young people, the funding cuts and relocation pressures alluded to above are making it more 

and more difficult for educational programs to continue to operate on the border and provide 

the support that young people need. All initiatives are working in a context of extreme 

uncertainty, not knowing what the Burmese and Thai governments, and the funders of the 

programs will do or decide next. Indeed the school in Po Phra has lost some of its funders, who 
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now wish to contribute to initiatives inside Burma instead, and the MHEP program is being 

pressured to relocate to Burma and is currently scouting out how they will do this.  

This is happening despite mass scepticism about the true extent of changes taking place within 

Burma, on behalf of all participants in this study and everyone I held casual conversations with 

on the border. People believe that those who envisage big changes in Burma do not know the 

real situation and are only looking on the surface or listening uncritically to the Burmese 

government. The reality however is that none of the underlying causes of the conflict have been 

dealt with: “The only thing they have is ceasefires, for example, but they’ve had those for 

decades. They’ve had ceasefire then it breaks, they’ve had ceasefire then it breaks. This has 

been going on for a long time and now it’s not any different again; there are just some 

ceasefires, and somewhere else they’re fighting. And they’re still not talking about the reason 

why there is conflict. They’re not talking about the political goals of the ethnic people, they 

will not change the constitution, they are not addressing the human rights abuses that are going 

on, there’s still complete impunity, and also they’re strengthening their troops in the ceasefire 

areas now which looks like rather than preparing for peace, they’re actually preparing for 

war.” (Ed Int 4). On top of this, the pressure to move inside Burma is continuing to happen in 

what could be a very precarious year for the country, with elections due to be held at the end 

of 2015. Participants discussed that the way these are handled could well result in resurgence 

of violence and war in the country. 

Participants generally believed it was positive that some initiatives were now able to operate 

inside Burma, and hoped that they would improve the lives of young people there. However 

all stressed the continued importance of the border, where displaced people will continue to 

reside for a long time. The (mis)perception that Burma is changing therefore, has in fact caused 

a lot of harm. Some initiatives have felt forced to move to Burma by their donors and have had 

to make changes to their programs to cooperate with the government there “undermining the 

reasons why they were founded in the first place” (Ed Int 4). Those who have stayed are 

suffering from funding cuts as donors relocate. As the co-founder of Burma Link described:  

“A lot of great programs they had to make them shorter, sometimes they have to take less 

people, sometimes they have just stopped. A lot of migrant schools have closed... a lot of these 

really great initiatives that have been here for really long time they just have to stop them 

because the funds are going inside [Burma]. And even if the change right now in Burma was 

real, this would not be the way to go. Like if there was really a transition now in Burma, 
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shouldn’t the pro-democracy movement…and all the small local organisations, like conflict 

affected community organisations, shouldn’t they be the ones especially that are listened to? 

Even if they really think there is transition now, then why are they cutting their support to these 

organisations now!? Now is the most critical time to make sure that they’re included.” (Ed Int 

4). 

 

7.5 SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 

The below table provides a brief summary of the empirical findings of this research, which will 

now be concluded in the following chapters. 

NEEDS AND CHALLENGES OF YOUNG PEOPLE ROLE OF EDUCATION 

SOCIETAL AND 

COMMUNITY 

BASED NEEDS 

Need knowledge on how to make 

change in community 

Need support networks 

Inter-generational challenges 

Lack of family resources 

Inability to travel 

 

Teach change management 

Teach how to deal with others 

Encourage participation in communities 

Creating network of young people 

SOCIO-POLITICAL 

NEEDS 

Need ability to work with other 

ethnic groups 

Challenge of discrimination 

Challenge of past struggles 

Need past and present knowledge of 

situation in Burma 

Need political knowledge and skills 

 

Bringing ethnicities together 

Teaching value of diversity 

Drawing examples from Burma for 

study 

Educating about Burma 

Providing access to resources 

Creating network of young people 

 

 

SKILLS-BASED 

NEEDS 

Critical thinking 

Leadership 

Communication 

Self-confidence 

Encouraging critical thinking 

Teaching empowered leadership 

Teaching communication skills 

School council for practical 

development of skills 

Empowering young people 

THE NEED FOR 

OPPORTUNITIES 

Need more & better education 

Need more post-10 initiatives 

Need recognisable certificates 

Need better access to higher 

education 

Funding cuts mean increasingly 

fewer opportunities 

Need work experience 

Need good employment after 

education 

 

 

Providing education 

Providing recognisable certificate 

Assisting in university and scholarship 

applications 

Assisting in finding work 

Figure 12 
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Concluding Chapters 

8. CONCLUSION - “EDUCATION IS REALLY IMPORTANT FOR EVERYBODY, ESPECIALLY FOR 

ME, IT IS CHANGING MY LIFE” (INT 8) 

This research has used a post-colonialist and constructivist framework to uncover the voices of 

young displaced people from Burma living in and around Mae Sot, with a focus on their 

perceptions on what young people need to prepare them to make positive change in Burma. 

Based on these needs, and the challenges relating to them, it has identified how educational 

initiatives on the border are being used to meet these needs, answering the main research 

question of this study. It has also highlighted where there is discordance between needs and 

practice and what can be done to resolve this. It has drawn on existing literature, notably the 

education, peacebuilding and agency literature, to support these findings and highlight their 

relevance to the broader academic debate.  

The research then depicts young people as political agents in their own right and as positive 

agents in peacebuilding processes, whilst recognising that young people feel limited in their 

agency by numerous structural and societal constraints. It further supports the academic debates 

it has drawn on, by giving empirical evidence into how educational initiatives can enhance the 

agency of youth as peacebuilders, and has used and analysed the voices of young people 

themselves to do this. This is done in accordance with the post-colonialist approach and calls 

in academia and practice that the voices of young people in general, and of Burmese displaced 

people more specifically, must be listened to and acted upon (Rajah 2003, Lopes Cardozo et al 

2015b). 

Answering the first and fourth research sub-question, the needs of young displaced people 

from Burma can be divided into four broad themes; 1) community and societal needs, including 

community knowledge and dealing with inter-generational challenges 2) socio-political needs, 

including recognition and cooperation between different ethnic groups and increased 

knowledge about both Burma and politics 3) skills based needs, including critical thinking and 

leadership skills and 4) the need for opportunities, namely educational opportunities and work 

or work experience. Within each of these themes, in answer to the second sub-question, young 

people highlighted the related barriers they believe will prevent them from making positive 

change in Burma. Many of these are structural or societal constraints that limit young people’s 
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ability to carry out agentic behaviour, demonstrating how young people can feel bounded by 

the circumstances they find themselves in (Evans 2007). 

Young people believe that education is crucial in overcoming these needs and challenges and, 

in general, there seems to be agreement between educators and youth as to the role that 

education should play in the lives of young displaced people, and the roles of young people in 

society. Educational initiatives are not treating young displaced people as passive objects, and 

have distinctly moved away from the victim-perpetrator binary often present in conflict 

situations (Lopes Cardozo et al 2015b). Instead they view youth as active agents of positive 

change and seek to enhance their agency in order that they will go on to make such positive 

change in Burma. Indeed, in answer to the third sub-question, this is the underlying rationale 

of the initiatives studied and the role they believe education should play in the lives of young 

people. As a result and despite some discordance which will be discussed in the following 

chapter, the initiatives studied have demonstrated that education along the Thai-Burmese 

border is meeting the needs and challenges identified by young people through a variety of 

means. How this is being done, answering the fifth sub-question, has been discussed in detail 

in the previous chapters, but will be summarised here using the structure laid out by the 

Research Consortium on Education and Peacebuilding. As a reminder, this discusses three 

approaches whereby education can be used to enhance the peacebuilding agency of youth; 

economic, socio-political and socio-cultural (Lopes Cardozo et al 2015b). 

Within the economic approach, which addresses the R of redistribution, participants identified 

work or work experience as a key need of young people. However, this was not necessarily to 

address economic inequality and redistribution, as identified in the education and 

peacebuilding literature (Johnson and Kane 2009), but was primarily highlighted as a way to 

encourage young people to continue their education. As work is in short supply on the border 

and especially in Burma, many young people are losing hope. Schools here do not have the 

ability to increase employment in the area, but they do actively assist their young people in 

finding work or work experience where this is possible. Indeed some programs (not those 

involved in this research) include work experience as part of the course. Initiatives also equip 

young people with key skills needed for work, the AOC training in particular will be highly 

beneficial when applying for jobs. Of course, the main focus of the initiatives studied is not to 

immediately prepare participants for work. The purpose of the GED program is to give young 

people access to higher education. Participants held this education itself in great esteem, 

something that is not explicit in the Research Consortium’s review, believing that they needed 
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higher education to get better employment, but primarily that it will equip young people with 

more skills, knowledge and confidence and gain them respect in their communities. This, in 

turn, would overcome structural constraints and empower their agency to make positive change 

in Burma. 

In the literature review, the second approach; the socio-political approach, stated that 

citizenship education can contribute to the peacebuilding agency of young people. Related to 

this, knowledge of the real situation in Burma and politics more generally was considered vital 

to participants to enable them to make positive change in the country.  Although none of the 

initiatives studied have this as a distinct course, both the MHEP and AOC programs involve a 

degree of civic and political education. MHEP does this through their Burma Issues class and 

the AOC training especially encourages young people to think about how identities are shaped 

in an attempt to counter divisions, dealing with the Rs of recognition and reconciliation. History 

education and connecting this with current issues is also considered a contributor to youth 

peacebuilding agency in the Research Consortium’s paper and to the peacebuilding literature 

more generally (Davies 2005, 2011). This, again, was echoed by participants of the study who 

stated the need to know their history in order to make change and was especially true given the 

extremely biased education they had received in Burma. All initiatives studied drew on 

examples from the situation in Burma through-out their programs in an attempt to make the 

course relevant to participants, however many young people believed they needed more. The 

Burma Issues class at MHEP met this call by educating young people about their history and 

current affairs in an open discursive way. Contributing to the development of this knowledge, 

education on the border also allows access to resources that were previously unavailable to 

young people, such as political books and the internet, and young people are taught how to use 

these resources effectively in order to learn more about the past and present realities of Burma. 

This is invaluable in allowing young people to develop the knowledge that they desire. 

It is highlighted that citizenship and history are necessary as they encourage critical thinking 

about the conflict situation (Davies 2011). Along the Thai-Burmese border, critical thinking is 

considered an essential tool by both young people and their educators and is also celebrated as 

being a vital benefit of border education. It is thus a major focus of the three initiatives studied. 

These programs actively encourage young people to critically consider and be reflective about 

all that they learn, especially issues concerning Burma. This does not come easily to all young 

people, and is also considered especially important, due to the fact that such critical thinking is 

discouraged in the Burmese education system. 
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The final approach highlighted is the socio-cultural approach, which in part discusses the need 

to bring young people from different communities together to contribute to reconciliation. This 

draws on the four R framework, and is theorised at the community level, but along the border 

reconciliation is also relevant at the personal level (Metro 2013). Young people here discussed 

the need for different ethnic groups to work together to contribute to positive change in Burma, 

but highlighted the personal difficulties sometimes involved in doing this. To meet this need, 

MHEP purposively selects students from a range of ethnic groups, addressing representation, 

and students discussed how this had enabled them to move beyond identifying with an ethnic 

group, to recognising and working with people as individuals. The AOC program likewise aims 

to run training sessions with a range of ethnicities, but also actively teaches about identity and 

diversity, and thus recognition, and encourages participants to embrace and work with this 

diversity. Crucially it encourages young people to think critically about identity formation 

which has been shown to neutralise ethnic division (Metro 2013). 

Educational initiatives on the Thai-Burmese border are also meeting the needs of young people 

in ways that fall outside of the above categorisation. The AOC program, for example, educates 

young people on how they can create change in their communities, and indeed become good 

leaders there. Considered highly important for participants, initiatives are also creating 

networks of young people, who will be able to support one another when they return to Burma 

and act as a kind of moral blockade against government oppression.  

The participants of this study see education as vital in bettering the lives of young people on 

the border and in Burma and in encouraging and enabling these young people to contribute to 

positive change in Burma. Participants especially viewed increased and improved education as 

one of the primary ways that will give them the confidence to work towards this change. It was 

discussed by many young people how education on the border had given them the “vision” (Int 

2, Int 5) to both understand the value of education and to contribute to change in their country 

or community. Whereas before many knew little about what was really happening in Burma, 

and had little impetus or desire to create change there, through education on the border, young 

people became more interested in the politics of Burma and determined to positively contribute 

to life there. As a depiction of this, one student discussed how, when she lived in Burma, she 

wanted to work for the government and believed that it was not the role of a female to be 

involved in journalism as “a girl should be inside the house” (Int 13). Since she has been 

involved in the current educational initiative, she has played a role in the student protests and 
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understands that a “girl is also a human, they can do whatever they want” (Int 13). She now 

desires to be a political journalist and is going to university to study for this. 

Education on the Thai-Burmese border therefore has a wider role than just educating its 

participants; through a variety of means it is actively meeting their needs in enhancing the 

agency of young displaced people to contribute to a free, peaceful and democratic Burma. In 

broader terms border education is empowering young people’s agency as peacebuilders. This 

means that as well as having a positive impact on the lives of young displaced people, 

educational initiatives on the border have the potential to play a transformative role on the 

future of Burma itself. Indeed as a number of educators stated, the future young leaders of 

Burma may well be currently living and being trained and educated on the border, and not in 

Burma itself.  

 

9. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 9.1 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR POLICY AND PRACTICE 

Despite this important role that education on the border is playing, the perception that there is 

dramatic positive change in Burma means that many donors are retracting their funding from 

the area and/or pressuring programs to move inside Burma’s borders.  This demonstrates that 

it is not only young people, but also educational initiatives that are locked into structural 

constraints.  This lack of funding and pressure is making it increasingly difficult for programs 

to carry out their agency-enhancing educational initiatives on the border and is having a real 

effect on young people who are faced with fewer opportunities and increased competition, 

making them lose hope in education and in their futures. These effects are only likely to grow 

and spread as the decisions to make more cuts are made. Those both living and working on the 

border believe that this change is happening too soon and without adequate reason. This is 

primarily the case due to doubts over how far Burma is actually changing and whether the 

peace will be lasting in fragile states, especially as the underlying causes of the longest civil 

war in the world are not currently being addressed.  Participants discussed that education in 

Burma remains extremely biased and the brutal crackdown on students protesting for a better 

education system suggests this is not likely to change soon. This means that initiatives in Burma 

may well have to comply with the government, and it was reported that those that have already 

relocated have had to make significant changes to their programs. It was also highlighted that 

the border is not becoming any less important for people who have fled Burma and it is likely 
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to retain this importance for a long time, as displaced people are both unable and unwilling to 

go back, due to the poor economy, uninhabitable villages and the threat of continued oppression 

and violence. Figure 13 depicts this, 

showing that there is continued conflict in 

the areas that many displaced people have 

fled from. 

As such, it is imperative that donors 

continue to support initiatives on the Thai 

side of the border. It is of course not 

negative that initiatives in Burma are now 

able to run, however how easy it will be 

to run programs similar to those on the 

border effectively within Burma at 

present was questioned by participants. 

As such, a redistribution of funding or 

pressure to relocate an initiative should be 

done using a post-colonialist approach, 

with careful consideration to the context 

and in conversation with those people for 

whom the program is or will be run. This 

will ensure that the program will remain 

relevant and accessible to participants. It 

should also not be done at the expense of providing a good education to people from Burma. 

If it is not possible to meet the needs highlighted by young people by running programs within 

Burma, then it is important to continue educational initiatives outside of the country, to ensure 

that young people are empowered to make positive change. Indeed, donors should not forget 

that the young people who have been benefiting from initiatives along the border are likely to 

remain there into the future and thus need continued support; the plight of displaced people 

from Burma, as discussed by Rajah (2003), should not be overlooked again. 

On the Thai side of the border, this paper has noted throughout where there is some disjunction 

between the needs of young people and the role of educational initiatives, answering the sixth 

sub-question, and thus what can be done to increase the role they play in preparing young 

people to contribute to life in Burma. The most important of these will be surmised here as 

Figure 13: Infographic depicting location of camps in 

Thailand and Burma and conflict areas in Burma 

Burma Link 2015 
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recommendations for more effective programming for young people, based on the needs that 

they have identified themselves, in accordance with post-colonialism, and building on the 

education and peacebuilding literature. 

Perhaps the most imminent need identified by young people was more knowledge about the 

past and present situation in Burma, and about politics more generally. Without this knowledge, 

young people felt unable and lacked the confidence to contribute to positive change. This 

concept is echoed by the Research Consortiums work (Lopez Cardozo et al 2015b), which 

found that a lack of informed historical understanding undermines young people’s capacity to 

contribute to social change. Indeed the education and peacebuilding literature more generally 

highlights the importance of the history curricula, not least because of the role history education 

has in forming identities and thus how it can be used to encourage critical reflection on identity 

formation and other drivers of conflict (Davies 2005; Cole & Barsalou 2006). The Burma 

Issues class at MHEP provides a key example of how initiatives can incorporate a class on both 

past and present issues in Burma. Importantly here, this class is done in an open format, 

allowing young people to question and reflect. It is also taken by someone from Burma and 

thus uses “indigenous knowledge” in its teaching (Briggs and Sharp 2004). It seems crucial 

that more initiatives along the border incorporate this and general political education into their 

programs to meet the needs of young people, especially starting from lower grades so that they 

can continually build and reflect on their knowledge. However it must be recognised that 

teaching about a conflict situation is loaded with politics and thus initiatives need to be cautious 

as to how they approach the subject, aiming to expose students to multiple accounts of history 

and ensure that they are encouraged to be critical and reflective. If this is done from an early 

age, young people can “develop a pluralism that is essential to a multi-ethnic civil society” 

(Metro 2006, p. 20). Initiatives should also nurture young people’s desire for research and equip 

them with the skills to determine the validity of sources so that they can develop their own 

knowledge on Burma. 

Young people also highlighted the need to work with different groups in order to contribute to 

positive change in Burma. This ties in with a number of R’s in the four R Frameworks; it 

encourages representation, by inclusion and participation, recognition by accepting and 

respecting difference and reconciliation, by, using the work of Metro (2013), recognising others 

histories and fostering tolerance, leading especially to personal reconciliation. Indeed it has 

been shown that different ethnic groups joining and working together promotes reconciliation, 

which must be achieved to enable positive change in Burma (Metro 2013). Many initiatives 
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are decisively working to meet this need, however some young people remain relatively 

secluded from different ethnic groups. These youth therefore need to be encouraged to interact 

with and attempt to understand different groups, in order that they can work together now and 

in the future and to counter the divisive nature that too strong a distinction between groups can 

foster.  

Finally, young people believe that in order to create change in their communities, they need to 

know how to do this, and so some form of community change or planning education would be 

a useful addition to more formal curricula. This would enable young people to consider the role 

they can play and give them the confidence to carry this out. It is important to note here that 

some initiatives have this community work as a specific part of their program, and to highlight 

the challenge for educational initiatives to simultaneously meet all of the needs identified by 

young people, especially within the limited time scale that they operate under. 

 

 9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH 

It has already been emphasised that the Thai-Burmese border is extremely under-researched 

and has been overlooked in academia, which has instead focused on the situation within Burma 

(Rajah 2003). This means that there is a danger of overstating the findings of this research. 

Although the findings do fit in with broader academic literature, the border area needs further 

research to ensure that this paper accurately reflects the views of young people. This is 

especially true as the research has only accessed those with a relatively high level of social 

capital; in that they are part of post-10 initiatives and that they speak English. It is thus not 

representative of all young people on the border. It would be extremely valuable to work with 

youth who are not a part of the education system to determine their goals and aspirations and 

how these can be met, and also the effect that education has on the goals and aspirations of 

young displaced people, not least because the initiatives studied in this research guide their 

participants towards making change in Burma. 

This research has been able to identify the perceptions of young displaced people on their needs 

and how educational initiatives are working to meet these needs and enhance the agency of 

youth in preparing them to contribute to life in Burma. However, it has not been able to examine 

the real effects of these initiatives on students after they have finished the program. As such, a 

longitudinal study, or a study into graduates of initiatives along the border would help to 

determine the real effect that education has, and whether or not it’s participants do go on to 
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work towards positive change in Burma. Such a study would be especially useful to contribute 

to the evolving body of literature in education, agency and peacebuilding more generally.  

Similarly, the research has demonstrated a large degree of convergence between the views of 

young people on the role that educational initiatives should play in their lives and the role that 

the initiatives themselves are aiming for. However it has not been able to explain why this is 

the case. It seems that the knowledge about Burma gained from education is encouraging young 

people to want to make change in the country, but whether the rationales of initiatives are 

shaping this desire in young people, or whether initiatives are reacting to this new desire is 

unclear. This deserves investigation and could bolster the education and peacebuilding 

literature. 

Finally, although the participants of this research were almost equally split in terms of gender, 

it has not paid specific attention to the gender perspective, and indeed this is something widely 

missing from the education and peacebuilding literature (Lopes Cardozo et al 2015b). As such, 

it is recommended that context-specific research on the Thai-Burmese border and the role of 

educational initiatives here in enhancing the peacebuilding agency of youth, should be carried 

out paying specific attention to gender, in order to ensure that the different needs of females 

are adequately addressed in policy programming. 
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10. EMERGING INSIGHTS 

 The value of education – Education is hugely valued by young people on the border 

and is considered the primary way of creating change in Burma. This is not least 

because critical thinking skills will improve people’s understanding of the situation 

in Burma and empower them to create change. 

 

 Education and the multiple dimensions of youth agency – young people 

determine multiple ways in which they can carry out positive change in their 

communities and the many needs they have in enhancing their agency to do this, 

notably societal and community based, socio-political, skills based and the need for 

opportunities. Education is considered the primary means of meeting the majority 

of these differing agentic needs. 

 

 Young people and educational initiatives are locked into structural constraints 

– these constraints limit the agentic behaviour of young people, even where they 

have the desire to be more active, and limit the ability of educational initiatives in 

enhancing the agency of youth. These constraints are currently increasing on the 

border. 

 

 Some disjunctions remain in between the needs of young displaced people and 

the role of education – this includes the need for increased knowledge on Burma 

and politics more generally, the need for different ethnic groups to work together 

and the need to know how to change communities. These needs should be met to 

further enable the agency of young people as peacebuilders. 
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12. APPENDIX – OPERATIONALISATION  

The below operationalization table was created for the research proposal to illustrate how the 

core concepts in this thesis would be researched. Due to the limited scope of the research, the 

operationalization only includes aspects relevant to this research. 

The constructivist nature of this research, as well as its purpose of finding out young people’s 

perceptions on their needs, means that I aimed not to pre-dictate what these needs might be, 

and thus in planning this research, the focus of this section of the table was primarily on the 

indicators rather than the dimensions and variables. 

 

CONCEPT DIMENSION VARIABLE INDICATOR 

 

Educational 

Initiatives  

 

Formal School 

curriculums 

 

Rationale/Goals 

 

What are the 

rationale/goals of the 

curriculum? 

How do the goals connect 

with the current changing 

political contexts? 

How do the goals aim to 

meet the needs of displaced 

people within this context? 

 

  Content (What) are students taught 

about the changing 

circumstances in Thailand 

and Burma? 

(What) are students taught 

about the history of the 

conflict? 

How does the curriculum 

address the needs of 

displaced people within the 

changing political context? 

  Actors What is the ethnic make-up 

of the students and does 

this affect the curriculum? 

Who are the teachers in the 

school? E.g. What is their 

background and how does 

this effect what they teach? 

 

 

 NGO run 

programme, e.g. 

AOC 

Goals What are the 

rationale/goals of the 

programme? 

How do the goals connect 

with the current changing 

political contexts? 
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How do the goals aim to 

meet the needs of displaced 

people within this context? 

  Content (What) are participants 

taught about the changing 

circumstances in Thailand 

and Burma? 

(What) are participants 

taught about the history of 

the conflict? 

How do programmes 

address the needs of 

displaced people within the 

changing political context? 

  Actors Who are the young people 

engaged in the programme 

and why are they selected? 

How are the young people 

engaged with the 

programme? 

Who are the educators of 

the programme? 

What are their rationales 

for engagement? 

 

Agency of 

Displaced 

people 

Agency to create 

positive change in 

own life 

Perception of self How do young displaced 

persons define themselves? 

How do young people 

perceive their levels of 

agency? 

  Perceptions of 

independence (i.e. 

without the help of 

NGOs, not necessarily 

as separate from 

community) 

How far do young people 

feel empowered to make 

changes in their own life? 

How far do young people 

feel they have control over 

their own lives? 

How far do young people 

feel able to live their lives 

independently (i.e. without 

the help of NGOs, not 

necessarily as separate 

from community) 

 

  Perceptions for the 

future 

What are young people’s 

aspirations for the future? 

What are young people’s 

expectations for the future? 

How can educational 

initiatives help in ensuring 

you meet your aspirations? 
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 Agency to 

positively 

contribute and/or 

create change in 

community/Burma 

Perceived position of 

self in current 

community 

How do young people 

perceive their position 

within their current 

community? 

How do young people feel 

able to contribute to their 

current community? 

How do young people feel 

able to create changes in 

current community?  

  Perceived positioning 

of place in Burma 

How do young people 

consider their position in 

Burma now? 

Do young people feel that 

they would be able to make 

positive contributions or 

changes to their community 

in Burma? 

 

  Perceptions of role 

individual can play in 

current context of 

political change 

How are current political 

changes and uncertainties 

affecting the role young 

people feel they can play in 

their communities/in 

Burma? 

How do young people feel 

able to contribute and/or 

create change in their 

community/in Burma in the 

current context?  

  Role in 

community/Burma in 

future 

What role do young people 

desire to play in their 

community/Burma after 

education? 

What role do people 

believe they will play in 

their community/Burma? 

What challenges do young 

people face in playing their 

desired role? 

What do young people 

need to enable them to play 

their desired role? 

How can education be used 

to meet these needs? 

 

Needs of 

displaced 

people 

 

 

 How do young displaced 

people perceive their 

needs? 
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What support do they 

need? 

(How) are their needs 

changing with the changing 

political contexts? 

How are educational 

programmes being used to 

meet their needs? 

What more must be done to 

meet their needs, especially 

by educational 

programmes? 

 

Changing 

political 

contexts 

Changing political 

context in Burma 

Opening of borders Borders open to tourists 

Borders open to 

international business 

  Perceived change in 

political approach 

Increase in ceasefires 

Release of Aung San Suu 

Kyi 

Release of political 

prisoners and child soldiers 

HOWEVER – failed 

ceasefires, more political 

prisoners, new repressive 

laws, violence against 

ethnic minorities, violent 

crackdown on student 

protests 

 Changing political 

context in 

Thailand 

New (military) regime  

  Changing approach to 

refugees and migrants 

in camps 

Total restriction of 

movement to camps for 

refugees 

No access to camps from 

outsiders 

  Changing approach to 

displaced people in 

border towns 

Increasingly checking 

papers 

Increased number of 

checkpoints in and around 

towns 
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